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ABSTRACT 

Recent infrared surveys of nearby dark clouds have detected a number of 

very low luminosity sources whose nature is unknown. They might be the best 

candidates for very low-mass young stars, some of them may be even substellar 

( <0.081\10 ). However, these mass estimates are based on infrared photometry 

alone and the derived parameters are still uncertain. On e of the best ways 

to resolve the uncertainty is to measure the effective temperature, placing the 

objects on the Hfl. diagram. 

In order to determine the effective temperature, near-infl-ared spedroscopy 

of 21 low-luminosity young stellar object (YSO) candidates have been carried 

out. These objects have been detected by our previous survey of Heiles Cloud 

2, one of the densest parts of the Taurus molecular cloud. 

Eleven objects are con firmed as YSOs by the Br I ' feature. The Line ratio of 

calcium feature to sodium feature, as well as 2.05~-tm~2.15Jtm H2 0 gradient is 

found to be a good effective temperature indicator of dwarfs, giants, and YSOs. 

Us ing these indices, the effective temperature of the low-luminosity YSOs ar'e 

determi11ed. Most of the ll low- lmninosity YSOs have temperatures as low as 

3000K. Detailed comparison of our photometric observations and evolutional 

t racks on t.he HR diagram suggest that such low temperatures indicate these 

objects to be very low-mass YSOs. Most of these objects have a mass of 

0.11\10 ~0 .21\10 , and one object may be a young brown dwarf. 

While Lhe age of the very low-mass YSOs depends on evolutional tracks, 

it appear to be 105 year or 107 year. The mass of the low-luminosity YSOs 

estimated from photometric observations is i.n agreement with the mass derived 

Erom spectroscopic observaLions. Therefore, since tl1e luminos ity function of 
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class II objects in Heiles Cloud 2 increases toward lower luminosity, t he mass 

fund ion does not appear to have any turnover down to substellar regime. 

Since most T Tauri stars llave companions, most low-luminosity YSOs 

may also have companions. In order to fmd very low-luminosity YSOs, a 

near-infrared search for companions around 23 low-Luminosity YSOs in t he 

Taurus molecular cloud have bee11 carried out. The direct imnging observations 

have been carried out partly with the tip-tilt telescope secondary. 

Six very low-luminosity YSO candidates are discovered as companions. The 

magni tudes of the companions range from .1 5 to 19 magni tude at J band. The 

mass of the companions is estimated from J band luminosity, with using recent 

evolu t ional tracks of very low-mass sta rs, brown dwarfs, and giant planets. All 

of them are substellar, that is, the very low-luminosity companions are young 

brOWJ1 dwarfs. 

The magnitude difterences between the very low-luminosity companions 

and the pr imaries range from 2 to 5mag at ]( s band which are significantly 

larger than the difterence in T Tauri binaries. Stat istical tes ts indicate th at this 

is not only due to difterent observat ional techniques but also due to difterent 

parent-populations of t.he sam ples. It is poss ible that these ve ry low-luminosity 

companions are formed by fragmentation of a disk around the cent ral. objed. 

Tl1e binary frequency is 22~?0% for the system whose period is 107 ~108day. 

This frequency is consistent with that ofT Tauri stars, but significanLly higher 

than tbat of nearby main sequence stars. Such a high binary frequency for 

low-luminosity binary systems implys that the binary formation mechanism by 

capture could be rejeded. 
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Terminology 

The term inology used in this the.sis is briefly summarized. 

J. Stellar obje ts arc classified by the mass. 

• Low-mass stars are t he stars with the mass of 0.2M0 <~<2.5Me . 

• Very low-mass stars (VLM stars) are the stars with the mass of 0.08M0 <M<0.2M0 . 

• Brown dwarfs arc the objects with the mass of 0.015M0 < M< 0.08M0 . Also 

referred to substellar objects. 

• Very low-mass objects (VLM objects) are VLM stars and brown dwarfs. 

2. Classificat ion by luminosity is follows. 

• Low-luminosity objects are the objects with the apparent J band luminosity of 

10> J >1 6 mag. 

• Very low-luminosity objects are the objects with the apparent J band lwninosity of 

16> J > 19 mag. 

3. T he categories for objects in the early stages of evolution arc follows. 

• Class I objects a re the objects whose flu x at lOJLrn is larger than that at 2Jlm. Also 

refen ed to (low-mass) protostars. 

• Class II objects arc the objects whose flu x at 2)Lm is larger tha:n that at lOtLm. 

Opticall y visible class II objects correspond to classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs). 

• Class Ill objects are the objects whose spectral energy distribution is similar to 

blackbody. Opt ically visible class III objects correspond weak-line T Tauri stars 

(WTTSs), naked T Tauri stars, or post T Tauri star for low-mass stars. 

• Young stel lar objects (YSOs) are either class I, class II, or class III objects. 

• Pre-main sequence sta rs (PMSs) are either class II or class III. 
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We may regard very low-mass objects to be ubiquitous, considering the discove ries 

of t.be definitive brown dwarf, GI229B, and of extra-solar giant planets such as 51 Pegas i. 

However it is still an open question wbetber the initial mass fundion (IMF) turns over at 

low-mass ( ~0.2M0 ). Frequently quoted statistical stud ies of low- mass objects Me taken 

from older photographic observations. A comprehensive ncar- infrared survey which is 

suitable for learning the low-mass part of IMF has been limited by small format and less 

sensitive in[rat"ed detectors . 

Recent progresses on near-infrared arrays enable us to study young low-mass objects in 

star forming regions. Near-infrared surveys of nearby star forming regions, such as Taurus, 

Ophiuchus, Chamaeleon, and Orion, reveal a numerous population of low-luminosit.y YSO 

candidates. Since they have near-infrared excess, they are thought to have circumstcUar 

disks. However, their infrared luminosity is one order of magnitude fainter than that of 

typical T Tauri stars , and their nature is unknown. They may be very low-mass young 

sta r·s or young brown dwarfs. 

In this genera l introduction , recent progresses on low-mnss sta rs/very low- mass objects 

and the motivation of this study arc described . 

Chapter 1 

Reviews on Studies of Very 

Low-Mass Objects 

5 
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1.1. Nearby Very Low-Mass Objects 

The shapes of the initial mass function are very different at low mass between the 

mass function of Salpet.er (1955) and that of Sc.o•lo (1986). However, Salpeter considered 

the luminosity function only in the range Mv = -4.5 to +13.5, which corresponds to 

0.4M0 <M < 10M0 . The data sets considered by Scala are sparse or incomplete below 

1 v >H. Therefore neither the mass function of Sal peter nor that of Scala do not provide 

enough informlltioo on very low-mass sta rs or brown dwarfs. Moreover, the complex 

behavior in the mass-luminosity relation due to II- opacity and convection zone milkes it 

difficult to convert luminosity to mass below 0.3M0 . Combining these uncertainties with 

the effect of unresolved binary stars, the mass fun ction of nearby sta rs docs not appear to 

have a peak at ~0.3M0 unlike the Scalo function (K roupa, Tout, & Gilmore 1993). Recent 

optical and infrared observa.tions of low-mass nearby stars suggest that the mass function 

increases toward the end of the main sequence (Tinney ct. al.l993; Kirkpatrick et al.l994) 

Very recently, 3 field brown dwarf candidates are ident ified by a near-infrared sky 

su rvey (DE 1IS; Delfosse ct aL 1997). They are ~13 mag at /( band, and their / , J,l( 

colors are very red. One of them is confirmed as a brown dwarf by opt<ical spectroscopy ( 

Maxtin et a!. 1997; Tinney, Delfosse & Forvei!Jc 19!l7). 

Observations of grav itational micro lcnsing efl"ect are another powerful technique to 

search low-mass objects. Currently three groups a rc studying the LMC and looking for 

low-mass objects, including brown dwarfs and planets, in t he galactic halo. Al though the 

detection events are only several, both MACHO group and EROS group conclude that 

the mass of the halo is not contributed more t han 50% by the objects in the mass range 

3x 10- • M0 <M < 0.06M0 (MACHO group; Alcock et al. 1995) or by the objects in the mass 

range 10- 7 <M< 0.1M0 (EROS group; Ansari et al. J 996). 

Review on t he spectroscopic studies and the studies on multiple systems are described 

in Part II and Part III, respectively. 
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1.2. Young Very Low-Mass Objects 

As discussed by Stringfellow (!991 ) and Burrows et a!. ( 1993), very low-mass stars 

and brown dwa.rfs a. re relatively luminous and have a high r temperature at their yow1gcr 

evolut iona ry stage (106 yr ~ 107 yr). Therefore the detection of such objects is relatively 

eas ier than detect.ing more aged ones. T hese young brown dwarfs cou ld be fow1d associated 

with nearby star forming regions. Considering their very red spectral energy distribution 

ilnd the high extinction of star forming regions, the near infrared wavelengths are most 

important for studies of such objects. 

1.2.1. Studies in Open Clusters 

The Pleiades is one of the best studied open clusters including brown dwarf searches. 

Since there is little interstellar cxtii1di011, optical observations are possible. 

Stauffer et a1.(19 9) conducted V ~ /( band photometry and concluded tha.t very 

low-mass stars and brow'n dwa.rf.s, if any, are not the rna.jor component of the Pleia.des. 

In contrast, Simons & Becklin (1992) carried out I and ]( band imaging of 200 arcmin2 

of the P leiades. T hey pointed out. that. the mass function is characterized by a power law 

in the mass range 0.1M0 ~0 .04M0 and tha.t the combined mass of very low-mass stars 

and brown dwarfs would ontributc significantly to that of the Pleiades. Both are based 

on photometry and star count. Their discussions are statistical, therefore proper motion 

stndics and spectroscopic observations are needed for more defini te identificat ion . 

Jiambly, Hawkins, & Jameson (1991) made a deep proper motion survey for the 

Pleiades and found about 10 brown dwarf candidates. J and /( band spectra of some 

of these objects were obtained by Steele et al.(l995). Although their spectra being poor 

signal-to-noise ratio, low temperatures of some objects imply brown dwarfs. Oppenheimer 

ct al.(1997) obtained optical high-resolution spectra, and made lithium test. 
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1.2.2. Imaging Survey of Star Forming Regions 

Young stellar objects have been investigated in many star-forming regions at various 

wavelengths, but an infrared study has two advantages in obtaining a census of low-mass 

YSOs in moleculaJ· clouds: (1) At infrared wavelengths, the light from t.hc source is less 

affected by extinction in the cloud than at optical wavelengths, and (2) low-mass YSOs 

radiate a large portion of their energy in the infrared. 

Strom, St.rom, & Merrill (1993) observed the Ll641 cloud in the Orion giant molecu lar 

cloud with completeness of [{ =14. 7 mag. T hey concluded that. the YSO aggregates iu the 

cloud appear to have formed within lMyr with the Scalo initial mass function. Comeron et 

al. (1993) surveyed a core of the p Ophiuchi molecular cloud with completeness of [( = 

15.5 mag and concluded that the luminosity funct.ion increases down to their completeness 

limit. Itoh (1995) surveyed B.eiles Cloud 2 and 11495 cloud in the Taurus molecu lru· cloud. 

Detai led descriptions of this survey are presented later. Oasa et al.( 1998) carried out a 

deep near-i nfrared observat ion of the central core of the Chamaeleon I molecular cloud with 

completeness of I<=16.5 mag. They found t.wo peaks in the luminosity function of the YSO 

candidates. Wil king et al.(1997) observed the R Coronae Austra lis molecular core with 

completeness limit of]( =16.5 mag. 

Many infrared suveys have also been con ducted in the more massive star-formin g 

regions. For example, Okumura (1997) carried out the near-infrared survey of the central 

part of W51A, known as massive star-fo rming region. They found ~200 0 and B type 

stars, and concluded that there are two sequential star formations. However, a ll massive 

star-forming regions are so distant that most of these surveys are not deep enough to detect 

low-luminosity objects discussed in this thesis. 

Reviews on the spectroscopic studies of YSOs and the studies on YSO mu ltip le systems 

are described in Part II and Part III, respectively. 

--
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1.3 . Theory of Low-Mass Stars 

1.3.1. Theories of Low-Mass Star Formation 

Larson (1985) suggested that a cloud core collapses to a fi lament, then fragmentation 

in to a clump occurs by gr·avitational instability. The minimum mass of the clump is roughly 

one-quater of the Jeans mass (Larson 1992). Because the Jeans mass is the order of 1~ 

for typical molecular cloud, the minimum mass is predicted to be of the order of 0.3M0 . 

Mouschovias & Morton (1991) exami11ed the rote of ambipolar diffusion in the format ion 

of molecula1· cloud cores. They found that the characteristic length of protostellar core 

produced by fragmentaion is about 0.14 pc and the characterist ic mass is about 1 M0 for 

typical dark clouds. 

Recently, 'akano (1998) discusses the formation of VLM objects. He considered the 

magnetical ly super-critical cloud and the elfect of the outflow of the YSO. He concluded 

that there is no critical mass around O.lM0. 

1.3.2. T heories of Evolution of Low-Mass Obj ects 

Several groups have developed evolu tional tracks of low-mass stars , brown dwarfs, or 

even giant planets. 

D'Antona. & Mazzitelli (199,!) calculated evolutionaJ tracks of low-mass stars as well as 

brown dwarfs using opacit ies of Alexander et a1. (1989) and of 1\urucz (1991). Combining 

these two opa.cities under gray-atmosphere with two convection models , they calculated 4 

evolutional tracks. However they failed to find t he evolution track which is in agreement 

with observational results such as loci of low-mass dwarfs on the HR diagram and Li 

depletion in the a Persei open cluster. 

Swenson (Hartigan , Strom & Strom 1994) also made an evolutional track for low-mass 
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stars. Unfortunately, his original paper was not published. 

N<'lson, Rappaport & Joss (1993) investigated an evolntional track for low-mass 

stars and brown dwarfs. They ust>d analytic fits of the Alexander opacities and assumed 

gray-atmosphere in their calculations. 

Recently evolution tracks with non-gray atmosphere have been developed . Chabrier & 

Baraffe (1997) calculated an evolutional track for very low-mass stars (0.07M0 < M< 0.8M0 ) 

using the Alexander & Fergusson (1994) opacities and considering non-gray atmosphere 

model (named NextGen). Their model can account [or the loci of very low-mass main 

sequence stars on the HR diagram. While their calculation included the most recent physics 

concerning on very low-mass stars, their Limited results on mass and age make it difficult 

to compare with current observational data and therefore to confirm accuracies of their 

evolution track model. Although the mixing length of turbulent convection is important 

for a massive star, they did not examine the effect of this parameter and fixed even for the 

star with M>0.2M0 . As pointed out by Luhman & Rieke (1998), this model should be 

acceptable below ~ 0.2M0 . 

Another evolu tional track was built by Burrows et al.(1997). They calculated 

evolutional tracks {or ext ra-solar giant planets and brown dwarfs (0.0003M0 ~0.07M0). 

They used t.he HITRA database and other calculations for opacities, and considered 

non-gray atmospher . They made not only calcu lations of evolution tr~tcks but also 

predictions of photometric colors of the objects. 

As low-mass objects being low temper~tt.ure, opacities for low temperature are need 

for precise calculation. However opacities under low temperature conditions should 

be concerned with a number of molecules and even dust. T herefore opacities for low 

temperature are sti ll not trustworthy. 
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1.3.3. Atmosphere of Low-Mass Objects 

Due to a high surface gravity and low temperature, Rpectra of very low-mass stars and 

brown dwarfs are no longer approximated by blackbody. Collision -induced absorption of 

H2, as well as absorption by H20 and other molecules becomes important forM dwarf and 

brown dwarf spectra . 

Recently model atmospheres and its emergent spectra become available for M dwarfs 

and brown dwa1fs with zero metallicity (Saumon et al. 1994), and with solar abundance 

(Tsuj i & Ohnaka 1994; Allard & Hauschildt 1995) . 

Tsuji , Ohnaka, & Aoki ( 1996) proposed dust formation in lat.e type dwarfs and brown 

dwarfs. This is observationally confirmed by Jones & Tsuji (1997). 



Chapter 2 

The Previous Survey of the Taurus 

Molecular Cloud and the 

Motivations of This Study 

A J fJ /( near-infrared survey of Heiles Cloud 2 have been carried out (Itoh 1995, Master 

thesis; Itoh, Tamura & Gatley 1996). Heiles Cloud 2 is one of the densest regions of the 

Tau rus molecular cloud. The limiting magnitude of the survey was 14.5 mag at J band, 

which is about 4 magn itude deeper than tbe previous surveys. 1394 somces were detected 

at J band, and 47 sources were classified as class 11 obj cts based on the near-infrared 

color-color diagram (Fig. 1). Tbe dilierential luminosity function of the class II objects in 

t he survey region does not appear to have any cutoff (fig. 2). The majority of the class Il 

objects are low-luminosity class II objects. 

Then, what is the origin of their low luminosity? They might be low-mass cl ass II 

objects. Assuming that their age is simi lar to that of classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs) in 

the Taurus molecu.lar cloud (l 06 ~ 107 yr), and using a recent evolution a] track of low-mass 

objects, we estimate that their masses range from lM0 to 0.03M0 . Some objects may be 

12 
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substellar, therefore young brown dwarfs. An alternative hypothesis for the explaination of 

the low luminosity is that they are older than the assumed age and the dissipation timescale 

of the circumstellar disk is longer than that of typical CTTSs. Some objects may be as 

old as ~108 years. However, from the photometric observations alone, it is impossible to 

simultaneous ly determine the mass and age of a young stellar object. 

In orde•· to overcome t his difficulty, we have conducted a near-infrared spectro copy of 

low-luminosity class II objects to derive their effective temp rature and to est[mate their 

mass and age. The observat ions have revealed that these low-luminosity objects arc indeed 

very low-mass young objects, not simply older objects. Therefore we concluded that the 

mass function of the class IT objects in the survey region does not appear to have any 

turnover down to brown dwarf regime. 

Furthermore, in order to lind fainter YSOs, we have carried out a deep high-resolution 

imaging observation around the low-luminosity YSOs. Six very low-luminosity YSO 

candidates are found as companion, whose J band magnitudes are between 15 and 19 mag. 

Such faint magnitudes imply that be objects are brown dwarfs. The binary frequency of 

low-llllninosity YSOs is as high as that ofT Tauri stars, and is sinilicant higher than that 

of nearby dwarfs. 

The results of t he sped.roscopic observations are described in Part II. The results of 

the deep high-resolution imaging observations are described in Part. Ill 
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F ig. 1.- The J H f( color-color d iagram for Heiles Cloud 2. T he YSO candida t.es ident ified 

by the previous near-infrared survey (Ihot 1995) arc shown by filled circles. 
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F ig. 2.- J luminosity function of the class II object candidates in Heiles Cloud 2. The 

histogram shows the d ifferent ial funcion of Jc, after correction of the observed J magnitudes 

for extinct ion . 
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Part II 

Near-Infrared Spectroscopy of 

Low-Luminosity YSOs in the Taurus 

Molecular Cloud 



Chapter 1 

Previous Spectroscopic Studies on 

Low-Mass Objects 

1.1. Spectroscopic Observations of Low-Mass Main-Sequence Stars 

Optical Spectroscopy 

Spectroscopic studies on late type dwarfs were mainly ca rried out in Rand I band, because 

those objects radiate a large portion of their energy in infrared and important features, 

such as TiO and YO, are in these wavelengths. Spectral types or effective temperatures of 

lat,e type dwarfs have been usually derived from its broad band color, or, if those spectra 

were taken, from its narrow band color or flux ratio of continua (J<irkpatrick, Henry, & 

McCarthy 1991). Recent progresses of atmosphere model of late type dwarfs make it 

possible to quantitatively derive ef[ect ive temperatures of M dwarfs from optical spectra 

(Kirkpatrick et a!. 1993). 

A lithium absorption line is the best diagnosis of a field brown dwarf. Martin et 

al.(1997) observed the field brow11 dwarf candidate discovered by DENIS survey and found 

the Li absorption line at 670.7nm. This fact stiongly suggests the mass of the object is 

19 
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less than 0.06M0 . The Lithium test can also be used for a brown dwarf candidates in 

open clusters. Basri, Marcy, & Graham (1996) observed a brown dwarf cand idate in the 

Pleiades, and found the Li line in absorption. Not.e, however , low-mass YSOs also have the 

Li absorption line, whose temperature of the central core is not yet high enough to destroy 

Li. Therefore, the diagnosis of a brown dwarf using the Li absorption line cannot be used 

for low-luminosity YSOs. 

Neat·-Infrared Spectroscopy 

Since M type stars aJld brown dwarfs emit the most portion of energy in ncar-infrared, 

near-infrared spectroscopy is more swtable for understanding photospheric property of 

late type stars. Medium resolut.ion spectroscopic observations revealed several spectra l 

features vary ignificantly with temperature (Jones et aL 1994; Ali et aJ. 1995). Mot·eover, 

comparisons of observed spectra with synthetic spectra gave effective temperatures, 

metallicities, and surface gravities of the objects (Legett et al. 1996; Jones et al. 1996). 

1.2. Optical Spectroscopy of Low-Luminosity YSOs 

The YSO have been observed by spectroscopy in optical, but they are limited to the 

bright PMSs or the PMSs with small interstellar extinction . 

Bricciio et al.(!997) and Martin (1997) observed X-ra.y sources located far [rom 

molecular clouds. They observed mainly Li line at 670.7 nm, and pointed out i,hat these 

sources are not post T Tauri stars but young main sequences of age up to ~108 yr. 

Recently, LuJ1man , Liebert, & Rieke (1997) carried out an optical spectroscopy of a 

young brown dwarf cand idate within the p Ophiuchi star-forming region. This object has a 

mid-infrared excess and exhibits little extinct ion . The optical spectmm of this object shows 

deep TiO and YO bands in 700 nm~900 nm, wh.icb indicate a spectral type of M8.5±0.5. 

With near-infrared photometry, the mass and age are estimated to be O.O l~0.06M0 and 
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3~10M yr, respectively, from recent evolutional track on the IIR diagram. Although this 

resu lt is of course remarknble, an optical observation is restricted to the objects little 

affected by extinction, therefore the objects away from st.ar-(orming cloud core. This large 

distance from the cloud core may be responsible to the relatively old age of this object. 

1.3. Near-Infrared Spectroscopy of Low-Luminosity YSOs 

Near-infrared spectroscopy is a suitable tool for understanding physical paran1eters of 

young objects embedded within the clouds. 

Williams et al. ( .1 995) carried out]( band spectroscopy of the low luminosity sources in 

the p Opb cloud. Howevet·, the low signal-to-noise ratio of the data prevented them from 

quantitative discussion based on spectral features. 

Greene & Meyer (1995) conducted J , H, and]( band spectroscopic observations of 

YSOs in the p Oph cloud. The sample was a flux-Limited one (I< < 10.5 mag) and many 

objects bad smal l veiling by circumstellar disks. The equivalent widths of I< band featUI'es 

(Br "1, CO band head, Na J line, and Ca I line) were measured . The effective temperatures 

and the amount of veiling effect at /( band were estimated from these features . The mass 

and age of the objects were deduced to be 0 . 1~2 .5M0 and 3xl05yr, respectively, using 

recent evolu tional track on the HR diagram. The median mass of the sample is ~ 0.5M0 , 

therefore tl1ese objects are embedded Low-mass YSOs. 

Greene & Lada (1996a), Meyer (1996), and Luhman & Rieke (1998) also try to derive 

physical properties of embedded YSOs in Ophiucus, Taurus, and Orion. 

The possible wea.k point of ncar-infrared medium resolution spectroscopic study was 

that it is not well establ ished whether the near-infrared spectral features come from the 

pbotosphere. If the ci rcumstellar disk, the disk atmosphere, or tl1e circumstellar envelop is 

responsible for the ncar-infrared features, the derived temperature from the near-infrared 
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features does not show the effective temperature of the ob jcct itself, and t.he mass and age 

of the object cannot be correctly estimated from ncar-infrared spectroscopy. This pmblem 

migl!t be crucial for class I objects and class II objects. 

Recently this problem has been solved by Greene & Lada ( 1997) , who confirmed 

that the I< band features are of photospheric origin . They carried out a high resolution 

(R=21,000) I< band spectroscopic observation of a sample of Oat-spectrum and class II 

objects in the p Ophiuchi cloud. The evolutional stage of flat-spectrum YSOs is thought to 

be bet.ween t he stage of class I and that of class ll objects. The Oat-spectrwn <wd class II 

objects exh ibi t CO and and atomic (Na, Sc, Si) line shapes which are consistent with those 

expected for rot<tting stellar photosphere. Therefore effect ive temperature can be correctly 

estimated from near-infrared features. 

Chapter 2 

0 bservations 

The observations were carried out on 1996 November 24- 26 with the Cooled Grating 

Spectrometer 4 (CGS4, Mountain eta!. 1990) on the UK Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) at 

MatlDa Kea, Hawaii. The GS4 is equipped with a 256x256 InSb array. The 75 line mm-1 

grating was used to cover t.hc wavelength range of 1. - 2.4 JLm. The 0'!6 width slit was 

used. The sr cctraJ resolution R = >.jo>. is about 400 per pixel at 2.21 JLLTI. The integration 

time used for each source was typically 1 - 20 second per exposure depending on source 

brightness . In the most. cases, 96 exposures were taken of each object. Sky subtraction was 

performed by nodding the telescope approximately 16 arcsec up a nd down the slit. 

The objects are 2.1 low-luminosity YSO candidates, 3 T 'l'a.uri stars , and 7 late-type 

dwarfs (Table l ). The low-luminosity YSO candidates are listed in Itoh (1995). These 

objects have been found by the near-infrared survey of Heilcs Clond 2 of the Taurus 

molecular cloud using the Kitt. Peak 1.3 meter telescope and SQIID multi color camera. 

The sample is flux- limited , and their /( band magnit.udes range from 8 to 12 mag., which 

arc one or two orders of magnitude fainter than that of typical T Tauri stars. Considering 

that they have near-infrared exce.ss which implies a circumstellar disk, they may be low 

mass YSOs analogous to CTTSs. 
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For the Taurus objects, SA076542(A2V) was used to correct for the effects of 

atmospheric absorption. For late-type dwa.rfs, the dwarfs in the spectral type range AO 

A3 and at simi lar air mass were used. Exposures of an incandescent lamp on and off were 

taken at the start of each night as dome flat. Also exposures of a krypton lamp were taken 

for wavelength calibrations. 

Chapter 3 

Data Reduction 

Extraction of Sp ectr a 

The Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (ffiAF) software was used for all data 

reduction. The reduction process consisted of subtraction of dithered pair each 

other, and flat fielding using dome Oats. The data frames were geometrically 

transformed to correct for the curvature of the slit image caused by the grating 

(IDENTIFY,REIDENTIFY,FlTCOORDS,TRANSl'ORM). This geometric transformation 

and wavelength cal.ibration were der ived from emission line of t.he krypton lamp taken at 

the nearest time. Background subtraction was done by using sky region (BACKGROUND). 

Individual spectra from the transformed images were extracted usi11g APA LL task. The 

extracted region was automatically determined where the intensity of the object is more 

than 20 % of the peak intensity in each wavelength. Extracted spectra were normalized and 

averaged to produce the final spectrum. Some low signal spectra due to tracking error of the 

telescope are rejected. Then t.he object spectra were divided by the standard star spectra 

and multiplied by a blackbody spectrum of the temperature appropriate to the spectral 

type of that standard star (Tokunaga 1998). Brackett 1 line absorpt ion at 2.166{lm in A 

type standard stars is removed by interpolation of the nearby continuum, using SPLOT 
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task. 

Measurements of Equivalent Widths 

Equivalent widths for sever<tl features were computed with SPLOT task. The SP LOT task 

bas several methods to measure an equivalent width. An equivalent width of a single line 

is measured using "e" command of SPLOT task by simple integration of the intensity, or 

using " k" command by Gaussian fit of the line. Equivalent widths of blended multiple line 

profiles are measured using "h" command by simple int,egration of the nux, or using "d' 

command of SPLOT by Gaussian profile fit. An equivalent width is measured by these 

four methods for typical metallic lines with typical signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The derived 

equivalent widths are 1.54 A for "e", 1.52 A [or "k", 1.54 A for "h" , and 1.64 A for "d". 

The scatter in these derived equivalent widths is much smaller than the errors caused by 

other factors. 

Error Estimation 

Several kinds of signal-to-noise ratio estimation have been proposed for an equivalent width 

of a line. Ali et al.(l995) calcu lated the formal error of the equivalen t widths, assuming 

that rr,;. , ~ IIcont for the case of background dominated data and weak absorption lines. 

The error is given as 

/2A'vixels X dispersjon X Ucont (3.1) 

where Nv•z•l• = the number of spectral pixels contained within t11e defined band edges [or 

the line and IIcont is the rms noise of tl1e continuum as calculated the continuum regions. 

The formal errors of the objects are estimated for each object by the this method. 'l'hc 

derived Sf arc listed in Table l. However, the number of pixels of the continuum is too 

small. Ali et al. define the six continuum regions , whose band widths are 30A to 70A. 

Only 2 or 4 pixels covered each continuum region with their medium spectral resolut ion 

(R rv J380). The errors were est.imated from only ]5 pixels. T his is also the case for this 
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UKJRT observation. Therefore another method is need for error est imation. 

The deviation of the Dux between each spectrum a lso means the observational error at 

the wavelength. The derived signal-to-noise ratios of the objects and the standard stars are 

shown in Table 1 (S/ 1
obJ and S/Nstd)· S/Nooi is calculated before divided by the stan dard 

star. The signal- to-noise ratios of the final spectra are calculated as follows. 

(3.2) 

Measuring the equi valent width, in actual, these derived signal-to-noise ratios are not. 

used to estimate error, because the difficulty in finding real continuum is main factor of 

error of the equivalent width. Nevertheless, the estimated S/N,., vf1lues are in agreement 

with the error of the equivalent width due to continuum fit . 



Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1. Spectra 

The K band spectra of low-luminosity YSO caJ1didates, T Tauri stars, and late-type 

dwarfs arc shown in Figure 1, Figures 2, and Figure3, respectively. Prominent features 

in the spectra arc Hl Br 1' (2.17ttm), Na I doublet (2.21Jtm), Ca I triplet (2.26ttm), CO 

band (2 .29ttm and longer), and H20 absorption (<2.l5Jlm and > 2.31tm). The measured 

equivalent widths of the lines and bands arc tabulated in Table 2. The errors are estimated 

from the contiDuum fit. The strength of H20 absorption is measured as grad ients of the 

apparent continuum in 2.05- 2.l5JJ.m and 2.29- 2.4.0vrn (see discussion below). 

4.2. Prominent Features 

4.2 .1. Br "'/ 

As Ali et al.(l995) pointed out, though the HI Brackett "Y line is the stro11gest atomic 

feature in the 2.2Jnn atmospheric window in early type stars, th is line is not suitable to 

determine effective temperature of YSOs, because the st rength of this line may indicate 

28 
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activities of the boull<lary region of YSOs. Some observed low luminosity YSO candidates 

show Br "'/ in emission, and some others show in absorption. 

The objects with Br "'/absorption may be field stars. Ali ct al.(l995) shows that 13, A, 

and early F type stars have 6A"' lOA absorption in the Br "Y equivalent width. The star 

cotmt by Jones t>t a i. (J 981) predicts that there are 6 B and A type stars for J( < 11, or 9 

for J( < 12. Therefore, these stars with Br "'/ absorption could be background early-type 

dwarfs. An AO type field star with f( = 11 behind the cloud (typical AK=l) would locate 

at J I<pc from the Sun and 300 pc away from the Galactic plane. ote that the number of 

t.bese distant early stars does not increase for I< > 12 toward high latitude direction such 

as the Taurus molecular cloud. 

Figme 4 shows the color-color diagram of the observed YSO candidates as well as 

the other YSO cru1didates and field stars toward Heilcs Cloud 2. The intrinsic color of 

main-sequence, giru1t (Bessell & Brett 1988) , supergiant (Tokunaga l 998) arc also plotted 

with the reddening vector (I<oornneef 1983). Following the scheme discussed by Strom 

et al.(1993), the near-infrared sources are classified into three groups. In lhe "P" region 

on the color-color diagram, located are main sequence stars, giants, class III objects, and 

the class II objects whose near-infrared excess is smal l. In the "D" region, a part of class 

II objects are located. Class I objects are located in the "E" r ·gion on the color-color 

diagram. The objects located in the "D" region or the "E" regiou were identified as YSO 

candidates by the previous photometry (ltoh et al. I 996). The objects witl1 absorp ion 

less thaJl 5 A or with emission in Br 1 line are denoted by filled square. The objects with 

absorption more than 5 A in Or "'/ are shown by cross. The YSO candidates without the 

spectroscopic observation are denoted by open square. The object.s with Br "'( absorption 

are located near the boundary between the "P" region and the "D" region. Therefore these 

objects may be indeed early-type background stars and be misidentified as YSO candidates 

by photometry errors. The uncertainty of slope of the reddening vector may account for 

the misidentification . Alternatively these may be YSOs with little near-infrared excess and 
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with less activities. 

Figure 5 shows the histogram of the objects with and without Br 7 emission as 

a ftmction of J band magnitude which is corrected its e>.'tindion estimated from the 

color-color diagram. The ratio of the YSO candidates without Br 7 absorption to those 

with Br 7 absorption appears not to have a.ny correlation with their lum[nosity. Therefore 

the luminosity function of the YSO candidates without Br ')' absorption, as well as that of 

candidates with Br 7 absorption, does not have any cuttoff, down to the maglitude limit of 

the previous survey. 

4.2.2. Na I 

The Na I feature at 2.20ttm is a doublet (2.206Jtm and 2.209 J<m). Their excitation 

energy is very low (3.19eV), thus this feature is strong in M type stars. Figure 7 shows 

that this 1a r feature is the strongest atomic feature i.n the [( band for dwatfs with 

T.ff <34001<. This feature is strong and has weak dependence on gravity, therefore this 

is used for spectral classificat ion. Ali et al. (1995) pointed out Lhat dispersion of the 

equivalent widths in Fig. 7 is mainly due to metallicity. 

As indicated by Wallace & Hinkle (1996) and Greene & Lad a ( 1997), Si <u.1d Sc lines 

near· the Na lines are moderately strong for K type stars, and become much stronger in 

late-type giants and supergiants. These Si and Sc li nes are too close to be resolved by our 

UKIRT observation. Therefore Si and Sc lines may be contaminated in the Na 2.20ttm 

feature for a hot object or a very young object (a very young object bas lower surface 

gravity like giants). However, usual YSOs, even flat spectrum YSOs (class Ilo), have 

surface gravities more simi lar to dwarf stars than to giant stars (Greene & Lada 1997). 

ln aT Taw-i star, Na I Lines in optical wavelengths shift to redwar·d , and t his fact 

suggests that this line is produced in the boundary region (G ullbri ng et al. 1.996). Cohen & 
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Kuhi (1979) fo und that about 8% ofT Tauri stars have the optical Na I line in emission. 

However, the I< band Na I lines of CTTSs have symmetric profiles and do not shift (Greene 

& Lada 1997). The fWIIMs of those lines are 5~30km/s. mucl1 11arrower than the fWHM 

of the optical lines thought to be of boundary region origin , such as Ha (Gullbring et, 

al.l996). Therefore, the Na I lines are of photospheric origin. 

4. 2.3 . Ca I 

TheCa I feature at 2.26ttm is a triplet, whose excitation energy is 4.68eV. Because of 

this moderate excitation energy, theCa I feature has a peak in its equ ivalent width around 

3400 l( and decreases dramat ically in t he cooler objects (Figure 7). This line is also strong 

and has weak dependence on gravity, therefore this is used for spectral classification. 

As Ali et a1.(1995) and Wallace & Hinkle (1996) show, this Ca feature is dominated by 

Ca I triplet and the 2.263Jtm Fe I line for hotter (earlier than K7) stars, and Si lin for the 

object whose spectral type is earlier than G8. 

AT Tauri star has the optical Ca II line in emission, as one of the criteria for aT Tauri 

star. Gullbring et al.(l996) found t.hat this a II line has a peak with broad and slightly 

blue asymmetric component. T his feature suggests that the opt ica l Ca II line is prod uced 

in its c!uomospberic region and boundary region. To date no high-resolution observat ion 

has been carried out for the I< band Ca I feature. 

4.2.4. Mg I 

The Mg I feature at, 2.28Jtm is weaker than the Na I or Ca I features . Its excitation 

potential of 6.72 eV implies t hat this feature has a peak in its equivalent width at higher 

temperatu re thao t hat for Ca l. However, the observed equivalent width is nearly fl at 

between 3500K and 50001<. Ali et a1.(1995) claim that this is due to addi tional blended 
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lines. High resolution spectra by Wallace & !Iinkle shows that the weak Ca line cou ld 

coJttributc to the equivalent width of this Mg feature. 

This feature is located near the C0(2,0) band head, thus making it difficult to identify 

the continuum at redward of Mg I line. Moreover, for late type stars II20 band absorption 

affects the continuum level of this region. Therefore reliable measurement of Mg I feature 

could 110t be done for some objects. 

4.2.5. CO band 

The 12C0(2,0) overtone bandheads are the strongest absorpt ion fe-atures in the f( band 

for cool stars. However, because the strength of CO bandhead has sensit ive dependence on 

surface gravity of the object, it is not suitable to use the strength of the CO bandhca.d as 

a temperature scale. Moreover, some very young objects has CO band head in emission 

(Greene & Lada l996b). The CO strength also indicates the activities of the YSOs, such as 

outflow. 

The H20 absorption bands in neM-infrared are thought to be a sensitive function 

o( effective temperatures for very cool stars (e.g. Aaronson, Frogel, & Persson 1978). 

Especially, for the object with Teff <3500 [{, the strength of t he H2 0 absorption varies 

significantly with its effect ive temperature (I<leinmann & Hall 1986, Ali eta!. 1995). Jones 

et al.(l995) observed 3J.Lm H20 absorpt ion band forM dwarfs a11d, by comparing synthetic 

spectra th Y concluded that changes in metallicity and gravity have a small effect on the 

strength of the observed water bands whereas temperature changes produce large di[erences 

in strength. 

Several techniques were employed to measure the strength of the H20 absorption. 
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Aaronson et ai.(J 978) made photometry using two specific filters for the II20 absorption 

at 2.01tm region. The derived values for the II20 absorption are sometimes called as 

photometric indices. On the other hand, J<leiJlmann & Hall (1986) and Ali et al.(l995) 

measured the flux ratio of spectra in the bands whose edges are chosen appropriately. 

These methods may be subject to weak lines or signal-to-noise ratio. The band widths 

measured by Ali eta!. are on ly O.OlJ.Lm, which is covered by only 14 pixels for their medium 

reso.lution(R ~1380). Jones et al.(1994) measured tbe gradient at 2.05 - 2.15J.Lm and found 

that gradient is sensitive to temperature, forM dwarfs. 

The strength of H 20 bands are measured as 

H2 0 index(hlue) = gradient(2.05- 2.15J.Lm)- gradient(2.15- 2.29J.Lm) (4.1) 

and 

H20 index(red) = grad ient(2.29- 2.40J.Lm)- gradient(2.15- 2.29Jtrn) (4.2) 

where gradient is the slope of the linear line which fits the continuum of the spectra in 

the wavelength region. Figure shows measured H20 indices at blue side of J( band 

(2.05- 2.15J.Lm) taken by our UKHtT observation, as well a.s taken from literatures. For 

our UKIRT observation, the errors of the indices are less than 0.02, estimated from the 

deviation of the indices for individual exposure. All data except l<leimann & Hall (19 6) 

were taken at the summit of Mauna J<ea us i11g UKIRT, giving us reliab le data sets. T he 

samples include not. only dwarfs but. also giants, to investigate the effect of surface gravity 

of the objects. The indices of either dwarfs or giants are sensitive to temperature less than 

35001<. The indices of giants are bigger than those of dwarfs. Therefore, the H20 index at 

blue side of ]( band is a good indicator for temperature of late type stars, although the 

index is also affected by the surface gr·avity of the objects. As discussed in the next section, 

the observed low-luminosit.y YSOs have gravities whose strength is between those of dwarfs 

and those of giants. 

On the other hands, H2 0 index at red side of]( band is not good indicator of effective 
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temperature (Fig.9). This is probably due to contaminat ion of the CO bands. 

The effective temperature of tl1e low-luminosity YSOs can be determined using the 

H20 blue index. Because some portion of J( band Au x of YSOs comes (rom a circu mstcll ar 

disk, vei ling effect due to disk could reduce the H20 blue index. Therefore the effective 

tem1 erature of YSOs derived from the H20 blue index may be lower limi t. The deduced 

effcdive temperatures of the ]ow-luminosity YSOs and the classical T Tauri stars are 

tabulated in Table 3. 

4.3. Two-Dimensional C lassification 

Since the a I and Ca I featmes (and Br 1 for dwarfs and giants) are sensiti ve to 

effective temperatures and the CO feature to surface gravities, a plot of the eq uivalent 

widths of the atomic lines against that of the CO bandhead is useful to classify luminosity 

class. Because some YSOs show Br 1 in emission , which may imply the chromospheri 

activities of the object, t.he sum of the equ ivalent widths of the Na and Ca features is 

taken as an atomic index, without including Br 1 (G reene & Meyer 1995). The sum of 

the equivalent widths of C0(2,0) and C0(4,2) is taken as a CO equ ivalent widt.h. C0(3 ,1) 

band is not included, because it contains another Na I feature (l<leinmann & Hall1986). 

Figure 10 shows the atomic index against the CO band equivalent width , where the 

low-luminosity YSOs, observed T Tauri stars and observed late-type dwarfs are pl.otted. 

The loci of giants and dwarfs are also shown by the solid lines (Greene & Meyer 1995). 

Almost all the low-luminosity YSOs as well as T Tauri st.ars Jie between these two lines. 

Therefore the low-luminosity YSOs and classical T Tauri stars are classified as the same 

luminosity class, class IV. 
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4.4. Line Ratio of Metalli c Lines 

Meyer (1996) carried out H band spectroscopy of more than 100 MI< standard stars. 

He proposed a system of ]inc ratio of remarkable features for classifying stell ar spectra. He 

used OH, CO, and Mg I feature in H band for cool stars and found tha t the line ratio 

meLbod using these lines can estimate spect•·al type within ±2 subclasses from K3- M5. 

The line rat io method can avoid not only the effect of metall icity but also the effect of 

continuum emiss ion if selected is t he features whose wavelengths arc close with each other. 

The line ratio method requi•·es relati vely st rong and high S/N lines from the point of view 

of error propagation . 

The Na I, Ca I, and Mg I arc tested as uJdices of effect ive temperature. Br 1 can not 

be us d as discussed in the previous section. Also the CO band is not a good indicator for 

effective temperature. 

F igure 11 shows the line ratio of Ca l to Na I for dwarfs and giants as a function of 

effect.ive temperature. Although the scattering is relatively large, the ratio decreases as 

the temperature decreases. The surface gravity does not appear to affect significantly to 

this line ratio (Figure 20) . Therefore this line ratio is a very sensitive indicator of effective 

temperature for low temperature. 

In the figure t.he line ratio predicted by a model calculation is also shown. Although the 

model is si mple and docs not include precise treatments of the opacities of water vapor and 

dust grain , the resultant equi valent widths and tl1e line ratio are consistent with measured 

equivalent widths and the line rat.io (see the appendix for details on the model). 

Figure 12 shows the line ratio of Mg I to Na I as a fun ction of effective temperature. 

Since the Mg I Line may be contaminated by unknown lin<>.s, the scattering is relatively 

large. Nevertheless, this line ratio can a lso be used as temperature scale. 

For hotter objects, other metallic lines whose excitation potential is higher than Na 
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and Ca are available. In J( band, AI I at 2.117/tm could be useful for l{ type star, and Si 

at 2.136,'.lm for G type star. 

Chapter 5 

Discussion 

5.1. Effective Temperature 

5.1.1. Uncertainties of Effective Temperature for Late Type Dwarfs 

A number of synthetic spectra from model atmospheres have been calculated for 

comparison with observed spectra. However, there is an unaccountable discrepancy in 

effect ive temperatures for la.te-M dwarfs. The uncertainties can be found even in the 

spectral type. The spectral type of Gl406 is referred as M5.8 (Kieinma.nn & Halll986), 

M6 (Bessell 1991 , Kirkpatrick et. a!. 1991, Legett 1992, Jones et a!. 1996), or MB(G iiese & 

Jahreiss 1979, Arnaud et a!. 19 '9). The effective temperature of M6 dwarfs is derived to 

be 2550K (Tokunaga 199 ), 2800!< (Bessell 1991, Legett 1992), or 2950K (Johnson 1966). 

Jones et al. (1994) and J ones et al.(1996) derived the effective temperature of Gl406 as 

2670K from moderate reso lu tion J H ] ( spectroscopy, or as 2900K from J band spectra 

compared with synthetic spectra . Therefore, when the effective temperature is derived {rom 

the spectral features, t JJe uncertai nty in the effective temperature scale as much as ± 150K 

should be considered. 
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5.1.2. Effective Temperature of the Low-Luminosity YSOs 

The effective temperat;ures of the observed low-luminosity YSOs arc calculated using 

the Ca/Na line ratio, the Mg/Na line rat.io, the a line strength, the Ca line strength, aud 

the H20 grad ient at blue s.ide of the J( band window. The each temperature derived from 

these temperature indices is tabulated in Table 3. For many cases except for the ll2 0 index, 

the temperature can be determined only its lower or higher value. The t.emperatures of thr 

objects are estimated for the most objects combining Ca/Na ratio and I-l2 0 index, because 

these indices are reliable one. 

Table 3 also contains the effective temperatures of 'f Tauri stars using t.he near- infrared 

features. Optical spectroscopy revealed FP Tau as M5 (31 20J{; Goben i:x; I<uhi 1979), or 

M5.5 (Strom et al. 19 9). An Effective temperature of M5.5 dwarf is 2900!{ (Bessell 1991) 

and that of M5.5 giaJlt. is 3360!< (Fluks et al.l994). The effective temperature deduced from 

1\ hand feature is 3100~3400K, not inconsistent with the optical estimation . 

Spectral types of DD Tau and GH Tau are estimated from optical spectroscopy as 

Ml (Te!J ~36501<) and M2 (Tefl ~3500K ) respectively. The methods employed here can 

not determine such high temperature. As discussed above, AI and Si lines may be better 

temperature indicators for these high temperature objects. 

5.2. Continuum Vei ling Effects 

The observed sample was selected by its in trinsic red color which is thought to be 

due to dust emission. This dust emission makes continuum veiling effect and dilutes the 

equivalent widths of stellar unes in the near-infrared wavelengths. T his veiling effect can be 

e:>;pressed by 

EW'= EW 
1 + ra (5.1) 
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where EW is the intrinsic equivalent width of the photospheric line, EW' is the measured 

equivalent width, and r 0 is the veiling effect index at the bru1d et . 

The J( band excess 1'1( for each source is cal.culated from the Na and Ca features (Table 

4) . The J band excess 'r'J .is estimated from 

1 + rJ 
- 2.5 1og(-- = (J- K)- 0.17 Av- (J- K)o 

I+ rK 
(5.2) 

where ( J - !{) 0 is the J- f( color of the dwarf whose effective temperature is the same as 

that of low-luminosity YSOs. Although the r1< and the 1'J have large uncertainties , ,.J is 

smaller than 7'1( for aU low-luminosity YSOs. 

5.3. Masses and Ages of the Low-Luminosity YSOs 

The mass of the observed low-luminosity YSOs is est imated from recent evolu tional 

tracks on the fiR diagram. 

5.3.1. Bolometric Luminosity 

Because the J band em ission ru·ises primarily from the photosphere of class II objects 

(Bertout , 13asri & Bouvier 1988), the bolometric luminosity of t he observed YSOs is 

estimated from the J band luminosity and effective temperature deduced above. The 

J band luminosity of the low-luminosity YSOs tabulated in Itoh (1995) are corrected 

for interstellar extinction on the color-color diagram (Itoh et al 1996). Assuming that 

a circumsteLiar disk is optically thick and geometrically thin , fra ·tion of emission arises 

from photoshcre to total intrinsic J band luminosity of t he YSO system is related to the 

inclination of the system as follows. 

1 -1- cos i (5.3) 
2etcosi+ (1 -t-cosi) 
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a is the ratio of disk lumnosity to photospheric Iuminosit.y at J band. lJ a is 0.5, as 

expected by the model , this value can vary between 0.67 (TJ = 0.5) and l.O(r J = 0.0). 

Therefore 8/10 of the J band luminosity can be regarded to come from th photosh · re in 

average. Also considered is the case that whole J band luminosity is due to the photosphere 

as a maximum , or half as a minimum. 

The bolometric luminosity of the low-luminosity YSOs arc estimated by the scaling 

late type dwarf spectra with the same effective t-emperature up to the intrinsic luminosity 

of the YSOs at J band. 

5.3.2. HR Diagram 

Recently, several groups develop and refine evolution tracks for low-mass stars, brown 

dwarfs, and even giant planets using new opacity tables. Ilowever, as the low temperature 

opacities contain a number of molecule and dust, how such low mass objects evolve at the 

pre-main stage is sti ll an open question. Therefore, we use several evolu tion t racks for 

comparison with the observationa l data. On the other hand, evolutional tracks for more 

massive object (M<::0.5M0 ) are well consistent each other (e.g., D'Antona & Mazzitclli 

19Y4). 

Figure 13 is the HR diagram of the classical T Tauri stars listed in Strom ct a l. (l989) 

with one set of the evolution t racks by D'Antona & Mazzitelli. From this figw.·e one can 

deduce that mass ofT Tauri stars is 0.3~2M0 and their age is 10s year ~ 3 x 107 year. 

These values are little subject to evolu tional track models. 

Figures 14 show the lLR diagrams of the low-luminosity YSOs. Overlaid are the 

evolutional tracks of four sets of D'Autona & Mazzitelli (1994), Chabrier & BaraJTe (1997), 

Burrows ei al.(l997), Nelson et al. (l993), and Swenson. These models cover the objects 

with different masses with each other; D ' A nton a & Mazzitelli and Swenson for low mass 
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stars, Cbabrier & Daraffe and Nelson et al. for very low-mass sta rs , and Burrows et al. for 

brown dwarfs and giant planets. All HR diagrams strongly indicate that the low-luminosity 

YSOs are indeed VLM objects i11 pre-main sequence stage. 

5.3.3. Mass and Age of Low-Luminosity YSOs 

Mass and age for individual low-luminosity YSOs can be estimated from the HR 

diagrams with cvolutional tracks . The derived mass and age are tabulated in TableS. Most 

of the low- luminosity YSOs are very low-mass YSOs (typically 0.1 ~ 0.2M0 ). Especially, 

lTG 40 may be a young brown dwarf. The uncertainties in the mass are about factor 2, and 

those in the age are about factor 5 for the low- luminosity YSOs as shown in the ngurcs . 

Both classical T Tauri stars and the low-luminosity YSOs have near-infrared excess, 

implying the existence of circumstellar disks. The age of these objects indicates surviva l 

time of circumstel lar disk, and it. is interesting to ask whether the mass of the central 

object affects the evolution of circurnstellar disk. However, the relationship between the 

object mass and its age is still un.known. Figure 15 shows this relation using D'Antona & 

Mazzitelli model with the Alexander opacities and CM convection. This figure suggests 

tba.t two samples arc definitely different with age. However, from the model with Kurucz 

opacitie the age of the most low-luminosity YSOs is deduced to be Jess than 105 year. 

Therefore, mass - age relation depends st1·ongly on evolutional tracks. 

5 .3.4. Mass Estimation from Photometry vs Spectroscopy 

Many near-infrared imaging surveys have been carried out toward nearby star forming 

regions (e.g. Itoh et al.1996). Although their mot ivations are, for many cases, to construct 

initial mass function, imaging observations can supply only luminosity of the objects, not 

mass. Ma.ny authors, therefore, should assw11e parameters of YSOs, such as age, coeval star 
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formation, to estimate object mass. 

The mass of the object estimated from tl1e spectroscopic observation is shown in the 

J luminosity funct.ion of the Class II objects in Heiles Cloud 2 (Fig. 16). In the figure 

the mass of the known T Tauri star, the objects whose mass cannot be estimated by Br 1 

absorption, high elfect.ive temperature, and low S/ 1 are also plotted. This figure indicates 

that lower luminosity YSOs have lower mass. 

The mass-luminosity relation of the low-luminosity YSOs are derived from our 

spectroscopic observation. The relation is shown in Figure 17, where also shown are the 

mass-luminosity relations for three ages calculat.ed from Alexander- CM model in D' A otona 

& Mazzitell i with the bolometric temperature of Bessell (1991 ). The figure shows that all 

the ages of the low-luminosity YSOs are dist.ributed within one order of magnitude and the 

mass-luminosity relation for the low-luminosity YSOs appears to be established. 

It implies that the mass estimated from the photometric observation alone is in 

agreement with the mass est.imated from the spectroscop ic observation . The relation 

between these two estimated mass is shown in Figure 18 in logarithmic scale. The ermr 

bars for photometric mass come from the uncertainty of the age of the object, which is 

represented by the age distribution of classical T Tauri stars (Itol1 1995). It is known that 

thi~ photometric mass estima.tio.n method can derive the mass of class ical T Tauri sta rs 

estimated from optical spectroscopy with factor of 2 in mass. Figure 18 ind icates that 

this method is valid even for the low-luminosity YSOs Th J band 1 · ·1 f t" f · Ulll.!JlOSJ •Y unc l Oll 0 

the class II objects in Heiles cloud 2 shows an increase in shape down to a bout 14.2 mag 

which is the completeness limit of the survey. Therefore it can be concluded that the mass 

function of the class ll objects in Heiles cloud 2 increMes toward bmwn dwarf regime. 

Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

We have carried out /( ba.nd spectroscopic observations to estimate the mass and age of 

the low-luminosity YSO candidates detected by tl1e imaging survey of a part of the Taurus 

molecular cloud (IIeiles Cloud 2). 

l. Out of 21 objects, 11 objects have I3r 1 in emission . We conclude that these are YSOs. 

2. Compiling near-infrared spectra of dwarfs and giants taken by us as well as those in 

literature, the lin e ratio of calcium to sodium turns out to be a good indicator of the 

effective temper~tture forM type objects. 

3. The spectral gradient between 2.05Jttn and 2.l5J!m due to II20 baod absorption also 

has a good correlation with effective temperature of late M type objects. 

4. The effective temperatures of classical T Tauri stars deduced from the J( band features 

are in good agreement with those derived from optical spectroscopy. 

5. The effective temperatures of the low-luminosity YSOs are determined. These objects 

are very cool (Teff ~3000I<) YSOs. 

6. The mass of these low-luminosity YSOs is est imated from HR diagram with recent 

evolutional tracks. Most of t.hese objects are very low-mass (typically 0.1~0.2Me) 
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YSOs, and one object may be a young brown dwarf. 

7. The age of these low-luminosity YSOs appears to be 105 year or 107 year. However, 

the deduced age depends on evo] utional track models. 

8. The mass of the low-luminosity YSOs estimated from the photometric observation is 

in agreement with the mass derived from the spe troscopic observation. 

9. Since the luminosity function of class II objects in lleiles Cloud 2 increases toward low 

luminosity, t.he mass function does not appear to have any turnover down to substellar 

regime. 

Chapter 7 

Appendix - Model Calculations of 

the Metallic Line Strengths 

In order to understand behaviors of spectral features, we have calculated equivalent widths 

of metallic lines as functions of temperature, metallicity and surface gravity. 

7.1. Opacity Table 

The precise opacity table and convection model are need for the ca.lculation of steUar 

structure, steUar evolution, and spectra synthesis. The modern opacity tables contain 

water opacities of water and molecules and become huge database (e.g. OPAL, HITRA 1) . 

Usage of such databases, however, demands a complicate program and a high performance 

computer, which a re beyond the scope of tb.is thesis. Here, we only use the Rossland mean 

opacities computed by Alexander, Johnson & R.ypma (1983). ForTe// <50001<, an analytic 

fit of Alexander's opacities presented in Nelson et aL(l993) is used. 
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7.2. Stellar Atmosphere Model 

The model of the st.el lar atmosphere is adopt.ed from Cayrel & Jugaku (1963), 

wb ich assumed loca l thermodynamic equilibrium. The numerica l integration of a model 

atmosphere structure 

T 

PK(T, p)d.z 

T.JJf(r) 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

was performed, in wh ich T is optical depth, K is the Ross land mean opacity, and f(r) is the 

funct ion of the temperature with optical depth for rad iative zone (Cayrel & Jugaku 1963). 

7.3. Equivalent Width of Weak Atomic Line 

The reduced equiva lent widths for sufficient ly weak li.ncs ( .!f )wk can be given by 

Hl Ns 
log( -)wk =log- loggf + logr~ .• (x) >. Nu (74) 

with 

(7.5) 

where 

P(r) = ~~~o-x, .. o(l- e-hcf~kT)_l_!:_ 
L n, u,(T) Jtum 11 ,._ (7.6) 

and Ns is number of the element, NH is number of hyd rogen, gf values are taken from [( urucz 

CD-ROM (No.23, hltp:j / leanda.pmp.un i-hannover.dcfprojekte/kurucz/sekm.html) . 
1
, is 

cosine of the inclination angle to the r·adial direction, x is the lower excitation potential at 

•··th ionized stage, 0 = 5040/T, "- is absorpt ion coefficient ([cm2 /gr]), and JlJJ is the mean 

molecular weight defined by 

(7.7) 
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g1 (r, Jl.) is the weight ing function, which is represented by 

(7.8) 

where B~(t) is the blackbody fun ction. 

u,(T) is tlre partition function. Irwin (19 1) presented polynomial partition fun ction 

approximat ions of 34 4 atomic and molecular species for a temperature range from lOOO to 

16000 I<. The abso lu te errors in the approx imations are estimated t.o be less than 0.1% of 

the ground state stat istical weight. 

7.4 . Equ ivalent Width for General Case 

For general case, 

where 

I[! (Y / Jl., a) = ~ {"" H ( a, v )e-1/(o,v)J' /I•dv 
.,fi lo 

iJi (Y/!t,a) is the saturation function, and Y(r) is defined as 

~dt = Y(r)H(a,v) l 'K. 

0 K 

Broadening Function 

The line broadening function H(a,v) is given by the foll.owing express ion. 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

a +oo e'l 
H(a ,v)=- j 2 +( )2 dy (7.12) 

7r -oo a v- y 

For small values of a, the Taylor series of H (a, v) can be written (Harris 1948) as 

(7.13) 



where 

here 

Ho(v) 

Ht (V) 

H2 (v) 

Ha(v) 

v a11d 0' are represented as 

where 

and 
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2 
--[1- 21JF(v)J 
.fi 

(1 - 2v2)e-•' 

2 [2( 2 2 2 - .fi 3 1- v ) - 2v(l - 3v )F(v)] 

l 2 2 ' (--2v +-v'1)e-• 
2 3 

F(v) = e-• e' dt , L" , 
.o 

v =).- -Xo 
ll..Xv 

a=~ 
4;rcl.\..X0 

vo = 
2RT 

2 
--;-+{micro 

(7 14) 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

(7.1 7) 

(7.18) 

(7.19) 

(7.20) 

(7.21 ) 

(7 22) 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

R is the gas constant, and (micro is velocity of microturbulence. From high dispersion 

spect roscopy (Padgett 1996), ~micro is estimated to be 1.6 km/s for T Tauri stars in the 

Taurus molecular cloud. 

"'t is natural broadening by Lorenz theory, and given by 

8;r2 e2 l 
/r=---

3 md~ (7.25) 
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"'u is natural broadening by quantum theory, which is given by 

(7.26) 

where Atu is the Einstein transition probability for spontaneous emission. The Ar. values 

for many spices are tabulated in Kurucz CD-ROM No.23. 

"!call is Vander \Vaals broadening for neutral atoms, and represented as 

(7.27) 

where 

C = 1.61 X 10-33 ( ~ ) 2 

Xr- Xr ,s 
(7.28) 

Xr is the ionized potential, and Xr,s is the excitation potential. 

7.5. Equivalent Width of Atomic Lines 

Padgett (1996) derived metallicities for nearby star forming regions it1cluding Taurus 

by high-resolution echelle spectra ofT Tauri stars, and they concluded that (Fe/H] is 

approximately so lar. Therefore solar abundance is assumed in our ca lculation. The derived 

equivalent widths a.re compared to the high-resolution near-infrared solar intensity atlas 

of Li vingston & Wallace ( 1991) and the calculated equ iva lent widths are adjusted. The 

resultant equivalent width for Na I , Ca. I, and Mg I are shown in Figure 19, overlaid with t he 

predicted line strengths for (Fe/H]=O by Ali et al.(1996) and the measurement equivalent 

widths for nearby dwarfs (Ali et al. 1996). For lower temperature stars, especially for 

'l'e!J <35001<, water vapor is the most important opacity source at infrared wavelength 

(Allard et al. 1994). Although the current simple model include only the approximate 

treatment of the opacity of water vapor and dust grain, the resultant equivalent widths are 

consistent with the measured line strength. Especially, the model is in agreement with the 

fact that the measured equivalent width of the Na I line in creases well below 35001< while 

that of the a I line turns over at 3500l<. 
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The Ca/Na line ratios are shown in Figure 20 with variant metallicities and surface 

gravities. The deviation of the line ratio due to metallicit.y and gravity is not significant 

compared with observational uncertainties. 
Table l. The observed objects. 

Object Obj ct Type m.Ka Te~p S/NAii SfN •'i SfN , ,d S/N"' 

[magJ [sec.] 

lTG 2 low-luminosity YSO 10.05 960 97 69 168 61 

ITG4 low-lu minosity YSO 11.05 1920 88 90 162 79 

lTG 5 low-lu minosi ty YSO .31 96 165 88 139 74 

1TG6 low- lurnu-.osity YSO 10.37 480 63 87 203 80 

lTG 13 low-lwn inosity YSO 11.69 1200 252 64 Ill 55 

lTG 15 low-luminosity YSO 9.02 288 66 77 146 68 

lTG 17 low-luminosity YSO 10.37 960 54 32 110 31 

lTG 18 low-lumiuosity YSO 10.27 960 80 79 145 69 

lTG 21 low-luminosity YSO 10.83 960 65 73 149 66 

lTG 24 low-luminosity YSO 13.05 2160 55 44 153 12 

lTG 25 low-luminosity YSO 8.97 4 0 140 97 121 76 

lTG 27 low-luminosity YSO 8.46 288 130 101 122 78 

lTG 28 low-luminosity YSO 11.87 1920 170 50 182 48 

LTG 29 low-luminosity YSO 10.74 960 180 65 120 57 

lTG 33 low-luminosity YSO 11.50 1920 70 55 133 51 

lTG 36 low-I urninosity YSO 11.01 1920 130 53 Ill 48 

lTG 39 low-lumiuosiiy YSO 11.80 1440 108 60 164 56 

lTG 40 low-luminosity YSO 11.47 1140 33 32 118 31 

lTG 41 low-luminosity YSO 9.72 480 125 96 154 

lTG 43 low-luminosity YSO 11.24 1920 140 62 149 57 

lTG 46 low-luminosity YSO 11.01 1440 92 68 181 64 



Objecl 

DDTall 

GR Tau 

l'P Tau 

Object Type 

TTauri(Ml) 

T Tauri(M2) 

T Tauri(M5.5) 

JR.AS04365+2535 proto star 

Gl96 

Gl85.1 

Gl806 

Gll2 

Gl406 

LHS2397a 

BRI0021-214 

Dwarf (Ml.S) 

Dwarf(M3) 

Dwarf (~13) 

Dwarf(M5) 

Dwarf(M6) 

Dwarf(M8) 

Dwarf (M9.5) 
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Table !- Continued 

[mag] 

7.97 

7. 6 

8.84 

10.7 

5.59 

7.51 

6.54 

7.31 

6.23 

10.77 

10.64 

[sec.] 

192 

192 

480 

1200 

12.12 

480 

12.12 

96 

28.8 

1440 

768 

150 

135 

113 

74 

150 

136 

113 

110 

1!6 

74 

96 

130 

146 

159 

108 

311 

94 

9 

64 

89 

SfN.,d 

139 

141 

142 

140 

J71 

140 

23 

98 

192 

94 

S/ .,, 

79 

96 

102 

105 

91 

128 

22 

9 

61 

65 

• Apparent !(magnitudes for Strom et al. (1989) forT Tauri stars, Johnson & Wright (1983) for Gliese 

stars, and Myers et al.(1987) for the IRAS source. 
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Tab le 2. Equivalent widths and gradients of th<" lin /band of the objects. 

Object lky 

fA] 

Na Ca 

lA] fA] 

lTG 2 

!TG4 

flat 2.18±0.39 1.00±0.16 

6. 0 

lTG 5 4.24 0.80±0.26 1.44±0.28 

lTG 6 - 2.25 0.98±0.23 0.53±0.22 

lTG 13 14.08 0.25±0.25 

lTG 15 -0 .79 3.29±1.00 4.12±1.24 

lTG 17 -0.5? 1.96±0.37 2.48±0.17 

lTG 18 8.25 

lTG 21 

lTG 24 

-3.8 2.22±0. 78 2.31±0.44 

6.6 0.58.? 

Mg 

[A] 

1.66±0.21 

1.60±0.65? 

1.14±0.33 

1.02±0.30 

1.18 

1.06±0.24 

1.30±0.73 

0.7±0.7 

0.62±0.18 

1.9? 

lTG 25 -5.3 1.94±0.51 2.54±0.50 2.27±1.50 

lTG 27 abs.? 1.36±0 .64 1.33±0.70 2.57±1.41 

lTG 28 5.5 0.75 

lTG 29 Jl.5 0.47 

1TG 33 -2.83 3.68±0.43 3.76±0.37 

lTG 36 

lTG 39 

5.1 

7.4 

1.20±0.43 1.26±0.33 

1.7? 

0.93 

1.97±0.25 

2.04±0.41 

2.22 

1TG 40 -1.7? 4.15±1.00 1.7 ±0.53? 2.02±0.45 

1TG 41 flat 2.3 1±0.50 2.08±0.56 1.49±0.56 

lTG 13 7.7 

lTG 46 -0.6? 1.46±0.50 1.34±0.33 1.96±0.49 

C0(2-0) 

lill 

6.20 

2.71 

2.30 

6.73 

6.79 

5.1 1 

3.72 

7.87 

6.16 

4.95? 

3.43 

11.13 

C0(4-2) 

IAJ 

7.80 

l.97 

1.97 

10.39 

10.02 

8.50 

5.43 

8 .50 

8.56 

10.76 

6.53 

13.69 

fl 20(blue) 

0.50 

0.08 

-0.09 

0.46 

-0.07 

0.53 

0.42 

0.06 

0.47 

-0.25 

0.24 

-0.15 

-0.22 

-0.07 

0.19 

-0.08 

-0.09 

0.68 

0.30 

-0.17 

-0.07 

llzO (red) 

3.31 

0.11 

-0.40 

-0.70 

0. 14 

- 1.21 

-2.00 

0.14 

-2.12 

0.37 

- 0.61 

0.03 

0!19 

0.20 

-1.18 

0.06 

0.37 

- l.54 

-0.46 

0.43 

-0.18 
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Table 2-Continued 

Object Orr Na Ca Mg C0(2-0) C0(4-2) 

fill ]A] [A] [A) [ilj [Jtj 

DDTau -2.5±0.3 1.99±0.42 1.84±0.25 0.93±0.04 3.21 4.93 

GFI Tau -0.6 2.91±0.16 2.81±0.48 0.92±0.19 5.01 6.92 

Fl' Tau -1.02±0.46 3.35±0.69 3.47±0.38 1.37±0.24 6.91 8.27 

0 196 - 1.8 4.78±1.1 4.24±0.24 1.02 6.67 7.19 
Gl85.1 -1.04 2.60±0.60 1.97±0.39 0.64±0.34 3.74 5. ll 

Gl806 -0.4 4.08±0.34 3.97±0.36 0.52±0.1'1 4.88 7.39 

0112 emission? 4.39±0.34 3.37±0.27 0.35±0.35? 

0 1406 - 1.72 7.67±0.75 1.65±0. 15 0.82±0.15 8.!3 7.96 
LH S2397a 4.98±0.31 0.39±0.07 0.98±0.33 14 .32 13.54 

BR!002l-214 flat 2.87±0.52 1.75±0.82 1.61±0.48 ll.54 10.59 
Black Body' 

-0.20 

"T=3000K 

' H2 0(blue) ll 20(red '' 

0.06 -O.i2 

-0.05 -0.10 

0.48 ·0.47 

-0.03 0.09 

-0.00 0.31 

-0.06 0.25 

0.28 -0.77 

0.52 -1.84 

2.06 - 1.19 

1.80 - 1.42 

0.22 
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Table 3. Ef[cct.ive temperatures ([.!<]) of the low-luminosity YSOs aod T Tauri stars. 

Object T,JJ( a/Na)• T ,JI (Mg/Na)b T , JJ(Na)' T , JJ(Ca)d T eJJ(F120)' T,ffr 

lTG 2 2300~3400 <5200 2800~3400 2800~3400 

lTG 6 2300~3700 2800-3400 2800~3400 

lTG 15 >3000 >2850 <1800 <4800 2800~3400 3000-3400 

lTG 17 > 3250 2900~34.50 2900-3450 

lTG 2'1 >2900 >3000 2800~3400 2900~3400 

lTG 25 >3250 3000~3600 3250-3600 

lTG 27 >2500 > 3300 >2500 

lTG 33 >3200 >3450 < 4200 <4600 >3200 3200~4200 

lTG 40 2000-3400 >3200 <4200 2500-3300 2500-3300 

lTG 41 >2750 >3400 3000-3600 3000-3600 

lTG 46 >2700 >3300 >2700 

DDTau >2900 >3350 >3300 >3300 

Gfl Tau >2900 >2900 <4700 >3300 3300~4700 

Fl' Tau >3100 >3100 <4600 <5000 2800~3400 3!00-3400 

"T •I/ estimated from the Ca/Na line ratio. 

bT cff estimated from tlte Mg/Na line ralio. 

<T e// estimated from t he the equ ivalent widths of the Na line. Bec<tuse YSOs are subjecl to cont inuu m 

emiss ion and Lhe strength of t..he li_ne increases with low temperature, the upp er 'li mit of lhe effect ive 

Lemperature can be estjmaled. 

dT .1 1 estimated from the the equivalent widths of Lhe Ca line. 

'T,11 estimated from fl 20 index at blue side of r< b<tnd . 

'T•Jf estimated fTom the Ca/Na ratio and the H20 index. 
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Table 5. Mass ([M0 ]) and age ([yr]) of the low-huninosit.y YSOs. 

Object AlexCM AlexMLT KurCM KurMLT CB Burrows Nelson Swenson 

!TG 2 0.11 0.12 <0.10 < 0 . .10 0.15 > 0.07 0.09 0.37 

Ta.ble4. Near-infrared excesses of the low-luminosity YSOs. age L5xJ06 2x!06 < 1 X 105 < 1 x to• 3x to• 9xl05 1 X JQ7 

!TG6 mass 0.09 0.10 <0. 10 < 0.10 0.11 >0.07 O.ll 0.36 

age 3x106 3x106 < 1 x 105 < I X 105 5x 106 3x 106 3x 107 

Object rK (Na) rK(Ca) r1(Na.) r1(Ca) 
lTG 15 mass 0.17 0.16 <0.10 < O.tO 0.22 >0.07 0. 12 0.37 

ITG2 1.94~g: ~~ 2.45:!:g::~ o .s5:!:g:~~ 1.1 7:!:g:& 
age J.5x to• 2xl06 < 1 X 105 < I X 105 < 2 X 106 4xt05 5x106 

lTG 6 5 .6 7 :!:~ :~~ 5.67:!:1 ~~ 1.93:!:g ~g 1.93:!:6~~ 
lTG 17 rnass 0.12 0.12 <0.10 < 0.10 0.15 > 0.07 0.13 0.42 

lTG 15 0.89 :!:g:~~ -003:!:g:~~ O . ll :!:g :~~ -0.43:!:g_ ~~ 
age 3x106 4xl06 < ] X 105 < [ X 105 7x 106 6x106 6xl07 

lTG 17 2 23:!:g;~ 0.54!g·:& 0.5l:!:g~: -0 .2S:':g · g~ 
lTG 21 0.11 0.12 <0.10 < 0.10 0.14 >0.07 0.1 2 0.40 

lTG 21 1.94:':~ ~~ 0.61 :':g:~ o.Go:':g:y -0 .13 :':g : ~: 
age 3x106 3xl06 < 1 X 10' < t X 105 6x 106 4xl06 4xJ06 

lTG 25 I. 70:':g~~ l.04:!:g~ -0.02:!:g~~ -0 . 26:!:g : :~ 
JTG 25 mass 0.25 0.28 0.09 <0. 10 0.35 > 0.07 0.2 0.55 

lTG 27 age 2xJ06 2.5xl06 2x10' l X 1057 5x 106 8x105 8x 106 

lTG 33 0.22:!:g[g 0 28:':g l1 -o .Go:':g : g~ -0 .5s:':g:g; 
lTG 27 

lTG 40 0.72:':g :~~ 0.4i~g:~! -0.52:':g·6; -0.59:':gg 
age 

lTG 41 156:':g ;~ l.SB:!:b ~~ 0.16:!:g ~7 0 30:':g~: 
lTG 33 mass 0.20 0.22 > 0.07 > 0.3 

lTG 46 age > I X 107 > 1 X 107 > 1 X 107 > l X 107 > 3 X 107 > 1 x 107 

JTG t!O < 0.10 < 0.10 < 0.10 <0. 10 <0.075 0.065 0.05 0.15 

age 2x106? 2x 106'! < 1 x w• <lxJ05 < 3 X 106 3xl06 9x105 1.5xl07 

ITG 41 0.18 0.2 <0.10 < 0.10 0.28 >0.07 0.16 0.55 

ag:e 2.5x 106 2.8x to• < 1 x 105 < J X 105 6x l06 2x106 2xt07 

lTG 46 

age 
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2 .2 

Wavelength (I-'m) 

Fig . .1..- J( band spectra of low-luminosity YSO candidates. 
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Fig. 1 (cont.).- J( band spectra of low-luminosity YSO candidates. 
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lTG 46 
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Fig. 1 (cont.).- J( band spectra of low-luminosity YSO candidates. 
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2.2 
Wavelength (J.Lm) 

Fig. 2.- /( band spectra ofT Tauri stars. The spectra of a standard star with nterpolated 

Br')· line is shown at the bottom as an indication of the sky transmittance pattern. The solid 

line is the spectrum taken at Maw1a Kea, while the dashed line at Okayama as a comparison. 

Note that both li ne are normalized to 0.9 in average at ..\ = 2.2Jlm ~ 2.3Jlm. Therefore the 

ftgure does not reflect the difference of the transmittance of the a.ttnosphere between Mauna 

I<ea and Okayama even at 2.2Jlro~2.3Jlm. The wavelengths shorter than 2.1Jt!TI and longer 

than 2.45Jtm are out of range in the Okayama observation. 
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Fig. 4.- The color-color diagram for Heiles Cloud 2. The observed objects with absorption 

less than 5 A or with emission in Dr-y line are denoted by the filled squares. The observed 

object with absorpt ion more than 5 A in Br-y line are shown by the crosses. The other YSO 

candidates identified by the previous near-infrared survey (Itob 1995) are shown by the small 

open squares. Field stars a.re shown by the dots. 
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Fig. 20.- The Ca/Na line ratios. For dwarfs with [Fe/H]=O, the ratio is shown by a solid 

line, for dwarfs with [Fe/H]=-1.0 by a dot, [Fe/H]=-2.0 by a dashed line, and giants with 

solar abandance by a dot-dashed line. The line ratios are simi lar to each other except the 

extreme metal poor case. 
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Chapter 1 

Previous Studies on Multiple 

Systems 

1.1. Previous Observatic!Ial Studies of Multiple Systems 

1.1.1. Main Sequence Binary Systems 

For main-sequence st<>rs, the most comprehensive study about its multiplicity was 

made by Duquennoy & Mayor (1991 ). They carried out the radial velocity measurements 

of 164 main sequences in the solar neigbbod10od listed in Gliese & Jal1reiss (1979). They 

concluded t hat the period distribution of the binary systems is unimodal and can be 

approximated by a Gaussian- type relation with a median period of 180 year. They also 

claimed that tb seconda ry-mass distribution increases toward small secondary mass. This 

distribution is found similar to the mass-function found by l(roupa, Tout, & Gilmore (1990) 

for low-mass field stars. 

Measmements of astrometric proper motion on photographic plates have been carried 

for the study of binary star. However, yet no convincing detections of substellar objects 

have resulted (e.g. Heintz 1990). 
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Spe kle interferometry is another t.eclmique to search for brown dwarfs and stellar 

companions. Henry & McCarthy (1 990) conducted infrared speckle observations of 27 

.nearby M dwarfs. They fou.nd 10 !VI dwarf multiple systems, and concl uded that the infrared 

luminosity function at the low-luminosity end of the main sequence is not falling but r ising 

for MK <1 0 mag. 

The techniques described above are sensitive to relatively close bi11aries. For 

wide-separated binaries, the simplest method - direct imaging - is useful. Simon, Henry & 

Kirkpatrick (1996) showed the resu lts of direct imaging observations around 66 nearby M 

dwarfs. They identified no new stellar or substellar companions. 

A brown dwarf, GI229B, has been discovered by coronagraphic observat ion (Nakajima 

et a! . 1995). Its low temperature, low Jwninosity ( <1 o-4 L0 ), and methane absorption 

spectrum make the object the definitive cold brown dwarf (Oppenheimer et al. 1995). 

Another recent exciting result is the detection of the planet around 51 Pegasi (Mayor • 

Queloz 199.5). To date, more than a dozen extra-solar planets are found. 

1.1.2. YSO Binary Systems 

StJectmscopic Obse1·vations 

For young stellar objects (YSOs), many studies have also been carried out. Mathieu, 

Walter & Myers (1989) discovered 6 YSO spectroscopic binaries among 53 naked T Tauri 

stars in the Taurus-Auriga, Ophiucus-Scopius, and Corona Australis star-forming regious. 

They concluded that the short-period (P <100 days) bi11ary frequency of the naked T Tauri 

stars is indistiuguishable from that found among nearby solar-mass stars. 
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Speckle Obser11ations 

A speckle observation is another technique for binary search. Ghez ct al.(1993) made 1< 

band speckle observation of 69 T Tauri stars in t.he Taurus-Auriga and Ophiucus-Scopious 

star forming regions. The sample is flux-limited (I( <8.5mag). They found 33 companions 

with separations from r:/.'07 to 't!5. They concluded that the binary star frequency forT 

Tauri stars is factor of 4 greater than that for the solar-type main sequence sta rs in the 

projected linear separation ra11ging (rom 16 to 252 AU. Ghez et al.(J995) monitored 20 T 

Tauri binary systems among the sample above by speckle imaging, in order to ascertain 

whether those syst.ems are gravitationally bound system, <UJd to derive dynamical mass of 

the systems. 

Leinerl ct al.(1993) also studied the multiple frequency of YSOs. They surveyed bright 

(!( <9.5) 104 T Tauri stars in the Taurus molecular cloud mainly by speckle observations. 

The degree of multiplicity in the T Tauri stars is 44/104 = 42%, which is higher. than that 

found for main-sequence stars by factor 1.9±0.3. 

Lunar Occ"U/tation 

Another technique for multiple search is a lunar occultation observation. Simon et 

a1.(1995) carried out an IR lun ar occultation seMch for companions in the Ophiucus and the 

Taurus star forming regions. The sample is restricted to/(< I 0 mag. The observed binary 

frequency in Ophiucus in a 3- 1400AU range of separations, is comparable to or greater 

than that of the nea1·by sola r-like stars. They found no convincing difference in the binary 

frequency or distribution of separations of tbe systems with and without circumstellar disks. 

These observational techn iques described above suffer from selection effects. A radial 
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velocity observation requires a bright primary star because of its high wavelength resolution. 

A speckle observat ion and a lunar occultation observation are powerful tools for resolving 

out close binary systems consist ing of t.wo objects with similar luminosity. IIowever, these 

techniques also need a bright primary star, because of the high speed exposures. Moreover, 

lunar occultation and speckle observations are not suitable for detecting a faint companion 

in the vicinity of the central bright star. In contrast, a direct imaging observation has a 

larger dynamic range (ltol1 et al. 1998). 

Direct Imaging Obse1·vations 

Forrest, Ninkov & Garnett (1989) found faint objects around 13 T Tauri stars. They 

mentioned that 9 objects ru·e probably Taurus members based on their red color. They 

estimated the mass to be in the range 0.005 - 0.015Me. However, most of them have the 

similar near-infrared color to that of reddened field stars. Moreover, the separations are too 

large (typically more than 10") to neglect confusion of background field stars. Therefore, 

they a re mostly the background field stars. In fact, Stauffer et a!.( 1991) mentioned tbat 

with lack of spectral features of YSOs, the brown dwarf cand idates identified by Forrest et 

a!. (1989) are most likely to be heavily reddened background G or l< field stars. 

Moneti & Zinnecker (1991) observed 9 T Tauri binary systems(!\ <9.0) in the Taurus 

moleculaJ· cloud. They found that the brighter component is r dder in (J - [( ) in the most 

systems. 

Brandner et al.(J996) presented the results of a direct imaging near-infrared survey for 

compan ions among X-ray selected YSOs. They observed 195 T Tauri stars (most of them 

are WTTSs) in the Chamaeleon, Lupus, and Scorpius star forming regions. They ident ified 

companions in 31 TTSs. 

Recent progresses of adaptive optics technique enable us to resolve the binaries with 
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sma ll separations. Bouvier, Rigaut, & Nadeau (1997) observed 144 G and l< dwarf members 

of t he Pleiades to search for close multiple systems using the CFIIT's adaptive optics 

system. They detected 22 binaries and 3 triples with il. separation between 11 and 910 AU. 

They derived that the binary f1·equency in the orbital period ranging from l 04 to 107 days, 

is 28%, sunilar to tl1at of field G dwarf binaries. They argued that the binary frequency 

difference between the Taurus and the Pleiades docs not result from the evolution of the 

billary system during t.bc pre-main 5equence, but from the stellar density of the cluster. 

Reid & Gizis (1997) observed 53 low-mass stars of the Hyades to search for brown 

dwarf compa11ions using H ST'. They detected 9 binaries. The binary frequency for the 

systems with separations in the range 14 to 825 AU is 11.3%, similar to that of field M 

dwarf binaries. They found no brown dwarf compan ion and concluded that the mass ratio 

of low-mass binaries has a bias toward equal. 

1.2. Theoretical Studies of Multiple System Formation 

Three formation processes have been proposed for relatively wide-separated binary star 

formation: dynamical capture mechanism, collapse and fragmentation of dense molecular 

cloud cme, and fragmentation of circumstellar disk. 

McDonald & Clarke (1993) investigated the binru·y formation by dynamical capture 

within a sma ll cluster. Their calculations suggested that the binary frequency increases 

with increasing primary mass. They also proposed dynrunical capture mechanism with a 

ci rcumstellar disk around a primary star, and led the similar binary frequency dependence 

on the primary star mass. 

Burkert & Bodenheimer (1996) calculated the collapse of a rotating 1M0 protoste!Jar 

cloud and found that a multiple system was formed. Bonnell et al.(l994) calculated the 

fragmentation of uniform, isothermal elongated molecular cloud with rotation. They found 
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that when only a binary formed, the mass ratio is always close to unity. 

Another approach for binary formation mechanism is the fragmentation of a protostellar 

disk. Bonnell (1994) supposed a gravitationally unstable disk around a central core. The 

fragmentation occurs and forms a bi11ary system. While the emergent mass ratio is 3:2 

or 3:1 , they mentioned that the final mass ratio will depend strongly on the subsequent 

accretion. Boss (1997) exam ined gravitational instability in the outer solar nebula leading 

to giant planet formation. A 0.014M0 mass disk around one solar mass central star evolved 

to two-arm spiral shape, which changes to two giant planets. The emergent planets have a 

few Jnpitcr mass (about 0.005!\10 ) and located at ~8AU from t.he central star. 

Motivated with the scientific interest described in Part I, we have conducted high

resolution direct near- infrared imaging of the low-luminosity YSOs detected by Itoh et 

al.(1996). In these observations, we have hoped to detect possible very low-luminosity 

companions. Since the primary source is already considered to be near the substellar 

domain, such companions may be the mud1 more convincing case for brown dwarfs newly 

formed in the molecular cloud. The results a lso give the key to understand formation 

mechanism of such low-mass companions. 

Chapter 2 

Observations and Reduction 

2.1. U H 2 .2 m Telescope Observations 

The data were obtained on the nights of 1997 October 11 and 12 on the University of 

Hawaii 2.2 meter telescope, at the summit of Mauna I<ea, Ilawaii. More than 300 images 

at J ,H , and ]( s bands were obtained using the infrared camera (QUJRC) on the F j:n 

Cassagrain focus with a spatial resolution of 0'!0612 per pixel. QUIR ' is the infrared 

camera with a 1024 x1 024 pixels HgCdTe array, yielding a field of view of 62'!5. The tip-tilt 

se ondary was also used when a visib le guide star is located n a.r the object. 

17 YSO candidates listed in Itoh (1995) were observed. These YSO candidates have 

been found by the ncar-infrared survey of Heiles loud 2 of the Taurus molecular cloud 

using the I< itt Peak 1.3 meter telescope and the SQIID multi color camera. Their [( band 

magnitudes are 9 to 13 mag, which are one or two orders of magnitude fainter than that 

of typical T Tauri stars. onsidering that they have near-infrared excesses which imply a 

circumstellar disk, they are probably low mass YSOs analogous to CTTSs. The mass of 

some objects among the sample is deduced to be 0.1M0 ~0.2M0 from the near-infrared 

spectroscopic observation (see Part II). The limiting magnitude of this previous survey is 13 
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magnitude at [( band, and the aperture radius of the photometry was about; 3 arcsecond. 

Every target was first observed in the ]( 8 band, and if it appeared to be multiple, it 

was further observed i11 the H and J bands. The total e>.1>osure time in each filter was 

10 minutes and consists of four 150 second exposures or eight 75 second exposures Each 

exposure is dithered about 3" or 511 each other. This technique avoids misidentification of 

ghost of the primary object as companion. For multiple systems, we also obtained a pair 

of short time exposure, typically 20 second exposures, for accurate photometry of primary 

object. Typical FWILVf of the PSF is 0'~4 with the tip-tilt system, ru1d ct'B without the 

tip-tilt. The observat ional log is summarized in Table J. 

For J and H bands, the flat field frames were made from sky images. For ]( 8 band, 

thermal emission from dust on the camera wi11dow can affect the sky Bat. We therefore used 

dome fiat forKs band. The large scale non-uniformity in the dome flat was removed by 

app.lying a 4th order surface fitting to the sky fiat frame divided the dome fiat frame. In 

K s ba11d, small scale non-uniformity wa.s sti ll remained. The non-uniformity of the flat field 

forKs band is estimated to be within 2 %. 

Each pair of the dithered images is subtracted with each other and fl at fielded. Bad 

pixels are corrected by interpolation of neighbor pixels, if necessary. To deconvolution 

process was applied to the images before photometry. 

The A PPHOT package was used to derive relative photometry between the primary 

star and the other objects. The aperture radius is 0'~6 (with tip-ti lt), or 1'.'2 (without 

tip-tilt). For the multiple system whose separation is less than 3 arcsecond (the aperture 

radius of the SQIID survey), the magnitude of the primary and that of the seconda.ry are 

combined, and compared with the magnitude derived from the SQIID observation. We 

estimate the completeness limit is amund 17 magnitude at Ks band (discussed later). 

The pixel scale is determined by snap shots of M15 cluster taken before the Taurus 
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run at the first night, with an optical astrometric table provided by Le Campion, Colin, & 

Ge[ert (J 996). 

2.2. Palomar 5 m telescope Observations 

The other set of data were obtained on the nights of 1996 November 30 and December 

I on the Palomar 5 m telescope, California. More than 400 images at J, H , and f( s band 

were obtained usi.og the D-78 l.nSb camera on the Cassagrain focus with a spatial resolution 

of 0'.'125 per pixel. The camera was equipped with 256x256 JoSh array, and the field of 

view is 32" x 32". 

11 YSO candidates listed io Itoh (1995) and 3 reference fields were observed. Every 

target was observed in these 3 bands. The exposure of each target consists of one 20 sec 

exposure a.nd four 150 sec exposures at J and H band. At /( s band , one 10 sec exposure 

and eight 75 sec exposures were taken. Each exposure is dithered about 3" or 5" each other. 

Due to a variable sky condition, the FWHM of the PSF changed between ct~5 and 2" during 

the night. 

The stars listed in Elias et a.l.(l982) and SA076542 were used as a stru1dard star 

(Kenyon et al. 1993). Because these stru·s a re very bright, each exposure was taken with 

the secondary mirror wobbled. The observation log is shown in Table 2. 

Unfortunately, the field of view appeared to be part.ly blocked by the cooled Lyot stop 

inside the camera. The obscured portion increased with time. Even if the flat field frames 

were made by each filter and each object, time variations due to the Lyot stop motion could 

not be neglected, especially for the data tal<en at the second night. Moreover, relatively 

small number of the frame used for flat fielding makes about 5% non-nniformity remain 

in the resultant Oat frame. These flat field problems as well as variable sky condition 
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limited photometric accuracies. Therefore only the multiplicity can be discussed from this 

observation. 

Chapter 3 

Results 

The final [( s band images are shown in Figures 1 ~ 5. We have detected 6 very 

low-luminosity YSO companion candidates among 23 low-luminosity YSOs in the Taurus 

molecular cloud. The results are listed in Table 3. 

Figure 6 shows the ( J - H , H - [( s) color-color diagram for the detected companions 

and primaries. The intrinsic colors for main-sequence stars , giants (Bessell & Brett. 1988) , 

and supergiants (Tokunaga 1998) are plotted , together with the observed intrinsic colors of 

CTTSs (Strom et al. 1989). lleddening vectors (I<oornneef I 983) are also shown. Tn this 

diagram a portion of CTTSs locates in the region redwa,rd of the region where the colors of 

field stars are plotted. This infrared excess is contributed by radiation from circumstellar 

disks. lf it is assumed that the evolutional stage of the companion is almost the same as 

that of the primary objects and the companion also has a circumstellar disk, the companion 

YSOs can be distinguished from background stars by its infrared excess on this color-color 

diagram. In the figure, the colors of the primary objects are plotted by small filled circles, 

while those of the objects identified as the companion YSOs by this figure and its separation 

are plotted by large filled circles. The open squares are the color of the objects identified 

as background objects by this figure and the their separations to the primaries. The error 
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bars indicate 1 sigma photometric error in each color. 

Figure 7 shows the (J- H , J) color-magnitude diagram of the companion YSOs. The 

J- H colors of the companions are shown by large filled circles, while the locat ions of the 

low-luminosity YSOs identified in the SQIID survey arc plotted by small filled circles, t he 

CTTSs corrected their visual extinction by dots , and t.he WTTSs corrected their visual 

extinction by open triangles. In the figure, the isochrones of low-mass stars and brown 

dwarfs calculated by D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) with the bolomctric correction of Uessell 

(J 991) are also plotted. The reddening vector is also shown , whicl1 are started from the 

intrinsic position of 0.081110 at 107 year. The colors of the companion YSOs a re simil ar 

to that of the YSOs dete ted previously, but their intrinsic J band magnitudes are abo ut 

4 magnit.udc fainter than those of the low-luminos ity YSOs and 8 magnitude fainter than 

those of typical T Tauri stars. 

Figure 8 shows the (J- J( s , J ) color-magnitude diagram of the companion YSOs. 

T he notations are the same as in Figure 7. Monet.i & Zinnecker(1991) observed 9 multiple 

system of T tauri st ars. From the J J( color-magnitude diagram they concluded that the 

primaries have a larger amount of .near infrared excess emission than secondaries a nd th is 

result indicates that as the stellar luminos ity increases, the disk luminosity must increase 

more rapidly. However, Figure 8 does not show such a trend. This figw-e indicates that 

there is no correlation between f( s band magnitude of t.he object and infra red excess. 

Therefore it appears that Lhe mass ratio of disk mass to central object. mass is not correlated 

to central object mass. 

Chapter 4 

Discussion 

4.1. Detection Limit for Distant Companions 

For r > 3" from the primary object, the effect of the halo component of the primary 

object is negligible. For the observatiou using the H telescope with the tip-ti lt system, the 

computer simulation including atmospheric turbulence shows that the intensity of the halo 

of the primary object is 5 order of magnitude fainter than the peak intensity of the PSF a.t, 

3 arcsec from the peak. 

Therefore, the detection limit for a point source is determined by the sky noise in this 

region. When the detection limit is determined as the magnitude of the object with 1 sigma 

photometric accuracy, the limiting magnitude is estinlated by 

standard deviatiou of the sky x v'a.perture area ( 4.1) 

where aperture radius is the same for the primary object. The derived ]( s band magnitudes 

of detection limit arc li sted in Table 4 .. For the observations with the tip-tilt system, the 

limiting magnitudes are around 21 mag at K s band, while the limitiug magnitudes are 

about 20 mag for the observations without the tip-ti lt system. 
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4.2. Detection Limit for Close Companions 

ln order to estimate the limiting magnitude for detection of a point somce in close 

vicinity of the primary object, we have added arlifi ·ial PSFs t,o the original [( s band 

combined image. The FWIIM of the artificial PSF is fixed to be the same as that of the 

primary object. The separations between the primary objects and the artificial PSFs are 

set to be 0''61, 1'!22, 1'!84, and 2'!45. The magnitudes of the artificial PSFs are fixed to 3, 5, 

7, and 9 magnitudes fainter than the magnitude of the prim;uy. The position angles o( the 

artificial PSF against to the primary are usually orthogonal. Because, in the cases of the 

images with brighter primary objects, diffraction pattern caused by spider appears in line 

and column direction, the position angles a re rotated by 45°. 

Detection of artificial PSFs added to the original images are made by eye. The results 

are tabulated in Table 5, where a clear detection is shown by an filled column, detection 

with ambiguous shape by a triangle, and no detection by a cross. For many images, the 

artificial point source whose magnitude is 9 magnitude fainter than that of the primary 

cannot be detected at any separation. Th.is is due to sky noise (see the previous section), 

and is not the effect of the halo of the central object. On the other hand , the halo of the 

primary objects affects to detection of the objects in very close vicinity of the primary. lt is 

the case that the artificial PSFs located at 0'!61 away from the primary are hardly detect,ed 

even only 3 magnitude difference. 

4.3. Resolved O bj ects by Deconvolution 

One of the improvement techniques of image quality is the deconvolution metl10d. The 

Lucy algorithm is employed to all [( s band images where artificial PSF are added in the 

same way as described in the previous section. 

The PSFs of the image obtained by the observation have varied during the observation. 
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An image of the object identified as a background object is chosen as the PSF for each 

combined I< s band image. Because no field star is detected in the combined image of 

ITG35, deconvolution is not employed . Detections of artificial PSF are made by eye, and 

the results are tabulated in Table 6, as the same description in Table 5. Even with tllis 

deconvolution technique, the faint point source whose magnitude is 9 magnitude fainter 

than that of primary cannot be detected in any separation, and the closest point sources 

arc almost failed to detect. 

Therefore, these observations have incompleteness for the detection of the object whose 

]( s band magnitude is 7 magnitude fainter than that of the primary, or the object located 

witbi.n 1.2 arcsecond from the primary. 

No reliable point source nor structure is newly found by decon volution. In ITG 2, 

JTG12, ITG21, and ITG25, the features appear at very close of the primary. These are 

probably false images bacause the primaries are strongly saturated. 

4.4. Confusion by Background Field Stars and Galaxies 

Even though the field of view is relatively small, the imaging survey might be subject 

from background star confusion. Whi le for the shallow imaging survey it is enough to 

consider only the effect of background star confusion, for deep survey, sucl1 as this study, 

galaxy should be taken into account as background confusion sources. 

To estimate the number of background star, the model of the star distribution in the 

Galaxy by Jones et al.(1981) is considered. Though this model is simple, the result well 

accounts for the observed munber of the background star toward several nearby dark cloud 

complexes (Jones et al.). The result is also valid for the star count of backgrotmd field 

stars obtained by the small (such as 5'x5') and deep (K1;m ~16 mag) near-infrared survey 

(Oasa et al. 1998). The expected nwnber of the background field star toward Hei les Cloud 
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2 is shown in Fig.ll by a. dash line. The number increases with decreasing luminosity, 

but the number has a peak around J( ~11. This is due to Lhe finite thickness of the scale 

height of field stars in the Ga.!a.xy. Up to J( "'18, background field stars are majority of lhe 

background source toward the observed region. 

As a gala>.")' number counts model, the observational compilation data set listed by 

Gardner, Cowie, & WainscoaL (1993) is used. While t.hey fit the compiled data by two linear 

lines, the second power polynomial fit is taken here. Theoretical galaxy number counts 

models are not used , because the estimated counts change by cosmological parameters, such 

as Q0 , !1, and A, especially in the region fainter than 16mag ai ]{ band. The fitted line is 

shown in Fig.Jl by a dot line. Beyond J( ~19 mag, galaxies are the main component of the 

background source toward Heiles Cloud 2. The effect of the morphological recognition of 

galaxies is not consider d. 

The expected total number counts of the background source is shown in Fig.ll by a 

solid line. The number increases with down magnitude. 

The limiting magnitudes for the wide fields determined in the previous section are in 

term of apparent magnitude. Toward a molecular cloud, however, background sources are 

subjected by the extinction of the cloud. The distribution model of field stars described 

above contains only diffuse interstellar extinction. Therefore the total visual extinction 

through the cloud toward observed region should be est imated. From near-infrared 

observation of 3 f.LI11 strong H2 0 ice feature, Murakawa (1998) point out that Heiles Cloud 

2 has a sub-structure whose size less than 2400A U (17") in the line of the sight. Although 

the observation with a higher spatial resolution is need for accurate estimation of the 

extinction toward observed area, the C180 intensity map of Heiles Cloud 2 taken by Sunada 

et al.(1998) is used for estimation of extinction. This radio map is the highest resolution 

survey map of this cloud so fa •·· The relationship between C180 column density and H2 by 

Frerking et al. (l.9 2), the relationship between H2 and Av by Dickman (1978), and 15 I< as 

the excitat ion t;emperature of Heiles Cloud 2 (Fukui et al. 1991) are used for ca.!cu l.at.ion of 
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the exLinct.ion. The derived visual extinction toward each observed region is between 0 mag 

and 7 mag aL \1 band. 

For the UH observation, the 1 u detection limits corrected for the extinction of the 

cloud are about 21 mag for the observation with the Lip-tilt system, and are about 20 mag 

at J( s band for the observation without the tip-tilt system. The expected total number 

counts of the background sources in the observed field of each object (60" x 60") and the 

region near the primary object (J O" x 10" or 5" x 5") are shown in Table 7. Four or eight 

background objects arc expected to be found in each frame with 1 u error, and two objects 

with 10 u. These values are consistent witb the observational J(s band images. 

4.5. Estimation of M ass of t h e Companion YS Os 

Recent progresses on the theory of evolutional tracks and atmosphere for very low-mass 

stars, brown dwarfs, and giant planets enable us to estimate the mass of very low lumi11osity 

YSOs with some assumptions. 

The assumptions are follows. 

• The low luminosity companions are analogous to Class II objects which have active 

boundary region and optical thick accretion disks . B cause the J band emission 

arises primarily from the photosphere for Class II objects (Bertout, Basri, & Bouvier 

19 ), the J band luminosity which is corrected for interstellar extinction and distance 

modulus is of photospheric origin for tbe low-luminosity companions. The extinction 

to each object is determined in tbe previous section and the distance to the Taurus 

molecular cloud is assumed to be 140pc (Elias 1978; Preibisch & Smith 1997). 

• Based on the evolutional track of D'Antona & Mazzitelli (1994), it is estimated that 

the age of visib le Class II objects in the Taurus-Auriga Complex listed in Strom et al. 

(1989) is dist ributed between 104-Syr and 107·5yr with an average of !06 yr. Because the 
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primaries and companions have infrared excesses which indicate circumstellar disk, the 

age of these objects might also be within this range. The near-infrared spectroscopy 

of the low-luminosit.y YSOs in Heiles Cloud 2 confirms that their age is about J 06 yr. 

Therefore, 106 year and 107 year are assumed as the age of the companions. 

The evolutional model of D'Antooa & Mazzitelli (1994) is t.aken for low mass and very 

low mass stars, and the model by Burrows et al.(l997) for brown dwar·fs and giant planets. 

For the object whose effective temperature is hotter than 22001<, empirical bolometric 

corrections are derived by Bessell (1991 ). This bolometric correction is combined with the 

model of D' Antona & Mazzitell to translate bolometric luminosity and ciTective temperature 

scale to J band magnitude and mass scale. Otherwise the color derived from the synth tic 

spectra provided by l1ausch ldt & Allard (on W\VW) is used with the evolutional track of 

brown dwarfs and giant planets by Burrows et al. As the synthetic spectra are not available 

for solar rnetallicity to date, the color table for (Fe/H]=-J .0 is used. The J band magnitude 

diiTerences between [Fe/H]=-1.0 and (Fe/H]=-2.0 arc within O.J magnitude for any mass, 

therefore, it has no significant eiTect on the results and discussions to use the color table for 

(Fe/II]=-1.0. 

Figure 12 shows the relation between mass of an object and J band magnitude, for the 

age of 106 year and 107 year, and using the model of D'Antona & Mazz.iteUi and the model 

of Burrows et al.. The J band magnitude of low mass stars, brown dwarfs, and giant pla11et 

decreases with the mass increasing or the age decreasing. These two models have reasonable 

agreement each other. Disagreement is 0.5 mag at J band or 60% in mass at maximum. 

sing this J - mass relation , the mass of each companion object is calculated. The 

derived mass is tabulated in Table 9. AU compa.nions a.re estimated to have masses less 

than 0.08M0 . Moreover, the derived masses of ITG 9c, ITG 33b, and ITG 45b appear to 

fall into the region of giant planets. 
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4.6. Mass Ratio of Primary and Companion 

The mass ratios (M,econdary/Mprimary) of the binary/multiple systems are estimated. 

The mass of the primary stars is derived from the model of D'Antona &. Mazzitelli (1994) , 

and the mass of the companions is deduced from the model of D'Antona & Mazzit.elli(J994) 

and the model of Burrows ct ai.(J 997). For ITG 15 and ITG25 the mass estimated from 

near· infrared spectroscopy (see Part II) is used. Both cases of the age of 106 yr and 107 yr 

arc est imated. The results arc shown in Table 10. For many cases, only an upper limit of 

the mass of the companion is estimated, so that the derived mass ratio shows only its lower 

limit. For the most cases the mass ratio appears to be less than 0.4. 

The mass ratio of the low-luminosity YSOs seems to differ from the mass ratio ofT 

Tauri binary systems . Statistical tests are carried out between these two samples. We used 

TWOSAMPT task in STSDAS package. This task contains several. kinds of two-sample 

censored tests, dealing with non-detection data as well as detected data. We took the 

results of Ghez et al.(l993) as the T Tauri binary sample, because they provided flux ratio 

limits at J( band for the stars without companion stars. The flux ratio limits of the Ull 

observation are calculated in Section 4.1 in terms of 6./(. The Kaplan-Meier mean of 1( 

band flux ratio of T Tauri sample and of low-luminosity YSOs sample are 24.9±2.9 and 

1718±580, respectively. The probabilities of coincident population of these two samples 

are 0.01 or less from all tests except Peto & Prentice test where the probability is 0.33. 

The parent populations ofT Tauri binary syst ms and low-luminosity YSO binary systems 

might be different. 

The formation mechanisms may not be tl1e same between the objects detected by Ghez 

et aJ. and the objects detected in the UH observation. Ghez et al. observed bright T Tauri 

stars as primaries and found comparrions with comparable fluxes to the primaries. Therefore 

these companions are probably low-mass stars. On the other hand, the primary objects 

observed by the UH observation are low-luminosity YSOs, whose masses are estimated to 
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be 0.05M0 ~0.25M0 by our photometry or spectroscopy. The companions are much fainter 

than the primaries so tl1at they a re considered to have a mass of brown dwarf. Masses of 

some objects arc less than 0.015M0 , if the age of 106 year is assu med , a lmost corresponding 

to a large planet mass (Ta ble 9). One possi bility is that they would be born in circumstcllar 

disks around the primaries, while the T Tauri companions in fragment of t.he parent cloud. 

Bonnell et a l. (1991) claimed that not only planets but also brown dwarfs and low- mass 

stars can be form in circumstellar disks. The derived mass rat.io from disk fragmentation is 

calculated to be 0.2 , which is s imilar va lue to the mass ratio of the low-luminosity YSOs 

binary systems. 

However, care should b t aken on the stat istical discuss io11 because of the small sample 

for the low-luminosity YSO candidates. If one binary system with equal K band Ouxes adds 

to the low- ltUninos ity YSOs sample, the probabilities for the parent population of the two 

samples change to as high a~ 0.65 for Peto & Prentice test.. A direct imaging observation or 

a coronagraphic observation of faint companion arou nd bright T Tauri stars is requi•·ed . 

4.7. Binary Frequency 

By combining the ()II observat ions with the P~ lom~. r observations, we h ave observed 

23 systems in total. T he binary frequency of these objecLs in te rm of the in trinsic J b~nd 

luminosity of the primary objects is shown in Table 11. There is no systematic trend of 

the binary frequency with the brightness of the primary objects. This resul t is consistent 

with the result.s of Gbez et al.(1993) and Leinert et al.(J 993), who searched multiple system 

around T Tauri stars main ly by J( band speckle observations. 

To compare th e binary freque11cy of the low Luminosity YSOs to that of field dwarfs and 

that ofT Tauri s tars, we need to translate the projected separations into orbital periods. 

First, the measured projected separations (p) are converted to the semi-major axes (a). 
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Assumig random inclinat ion of the orbital plane, the relation is described as 

< log a>=< log p > + l.ogc (4.2) 

where log c is a constant whose value has been estimated to b 0.1 (Duquennoy & Mayor 

1991, lleipurth & Zinnecker 1993). The derived values of t he semi-major axes are between 

400 AU and 1500 AU. Next, the orbital periods are calculated from the Kepler's th ird law, 

with t be mass of the primary object and of t he companion. The age of the all objects is 

assumed to be 106 yr. T he derived orbita l p eriods are listed in Table 12. 

The observations are complete for the companion whose separation to t he primary is 

wider than 1'!5 and M,c > 0.006M0 . The binary frequency (number of binary systems f 
number of objects in the sample) is 5/23 or 22:f:i0% for the system whose p eriod is 107 ~108 

day. The error is estimated based on Poisson statistics. This is shown in Figure 14, where 

t he biary frequencies of nearby dwru.fs(Duquen.noy & Mayor 1993) and those of T Tauri 

stars (Leinert et al. 1993) are also shown . While the binary frequency deduced by this 

work is not inconsistent with the binary frequency of visible T Tauri stars, the frequency is 

significantly higher t.han that of nearby stars. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

1ear- in(rared imaging observations for companions around low-luminosity YSOs in the 

Taurus molecular cloud have been carried out. The observations have been benefited from 

the high spatial resolution due to the t ip-tilt secondary as well as large-format infrared 

array, resulting in discovery of faint companions. 

1. Six very low-luminos ity YSO candidates are found as companions. Thei r magnit.udes 

ar·e J5 ~ 19 magnitude at J band. 

2. The mass of the a ll companions is estimated from J band luminosity, usi ng recent 

evolutiooal tracks. The mass of the companions is estimated t.o be comparable to that 

of brown dwarfs, or even planet regime for some companions. 

3. The magnitude differences between the very low-luminosity companion candidates and 

the primaries range from 2 and 5mag at f( s band , which are significantly larger than 

the difference ofT Tauri binaries. Statistical tests indicate t.hat this is not only due 

to different observation techniques but also due to differece in the parent populations 

of the samples. Large magnitude differences suggest that the mass ratio of the binary 

(Mseoondru·y/Mp,;onary) is small, therefore, these very low-luminosity YSO companions 
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might be born from fragmentation of a disk around the central object. Higher dynamic 

range observa tions of YSO binary systems, such as coronagraphi c observations, will be 

important solve the ques tion whether different binary formations occur or not. 

4. The binary frequency is 22:!:~0% for the system whose pel'iod is 107 ~l08day. This 

frequency is consistent with that ofT Tauri stars, but sign ificantly higher t.han that 

of nearby main sequen ce sta rs. Such a high binary frequency even for low-luminosity 

binary systems excludes the binary format.ion mechanism by capture. 



Chapter 6 

Appendix - Comment on 

Interesting Sources 

TTG 12 

This is known as IRAS04361+2547. This is an extend d source. Tamura et al.(199J) 

also observed this object and found the reflection nebula, whose size is about 4000A U (30")-

l TG 19 

The secondary is detected near the primary object by the Palomar observation . While 

photometry of the Palomar observation is not trustworthy, however, the near-infrared colors 

are consistent with reddened background star. The K band spectrum of the primary shows 

the deep Br "I in absorption. The metallic Jines and H20 band absorption og the primary 

indicate moderal;ely high temperature. Therefore the primary object may a lso background 

star and the binary may be only by chance. 
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lTG 15 

This is a binary system. The /( band spectroscopy indicates that the temperature of 

this primary is 30001<~34001<. The mass of the primary is estimated to be O.J~0.45M0 . 

ITG f!5 

This is known as IRA$04370+2559. This is a binary system. The K band spectrum of 

the primary shows Dq in emission (the strongest emission in the spectroscopy sample), as 

well as H2 0 band absorption at 2.05~2.151tm. 

fTC 93 

This is a binary system. The [(band spectrum of this primary shows Br "I in emission, 

metallic absorption lines, and deep CO band head absorption. The metallic line ratio of Na 

to Ca, and s light Il2 0 band absorption indicate that the primary is not very cool. However , 

any evolutional track annot. account for the location of the primary on the HR diagram. 

lTG 35 

This object is knowJl as lR.AS04381+2540. This is an extended source. Tamura et 

al.(l99l) presented small nebulosity at ]( band. They estimat.ed that the size of the 

nebulosity is about 3000A U. 

lTG 45 

This is a binary system. The separation is very small, and the secondary is very faint 

at near-infrared wavelength. 
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Table l. University of Hawaii 2.2 m Telescope Observation Log. 

Object Date Integration Time (secxtimes) FWH.M Comment 

J H Ks (arcsec) Table 2. Palomar 5 m Teles ope Observation Log. 

Oct.l3 75x8, 20x2 0.3 Object Date Integration Time (sccxtimes) FWHM 
2 Oct.l2 75x8, 20x2 0.3 J H Ks ( arcsec) 
6 OcU2 75x8, 20x2 0.5 

9 Od.l3 150x4 !50x4 75x8, 20x2 0.6 no Tip-Ti lt 9 Nov.30 !50 x4, 20x1 75x8, 20xl 75x8, !Ox! 1.3 

12 Oct.l3 150x4 150x4 75x8, 20x2 0.8 no Tip-Tilt 13 Nov.30 150x4, 20xl 75x8, 20xl 75x8, 10 x1 1.3 

15 Oct.l3 150x4 150x4 75x , 20x2 0.8 DO Tip-Ti lt 16 Dec.l 150x4, 20xl 75x8, 20xl 75x8, lOxl 1.0 

17 Oct.l3 75x8, 20x2 0.8 no Tip-Tilt 24 Nov.30 180x4, 60xl 60x!O 60x10 1.3 

21 Oct.l3 75x , 20x2 1.0 no Tip-Tilt 25 Dec.! 75x8, lOx! 75x4, 5xl 75x8, 3x1 J.3 

25 Oct.l2 150x4 75x8, 20x2 75xl2, 20x2 0.6 29 Nov.30 l50x4, 20xl 75x8, 20xl 75x8, !Oxl 2.5 

27 Oct.l3 75x8, 20x2 0.5 32 Dcc.1 150x4, 20xl 75x8, 20xl 75x8, lOxl 1.3 

32 Oct.13 75x8, 20x2 0.3 33 Nov.30 J50x4, 20x1 75x8, 20xl 75x8, !Oxl 1.3 

33 Od.l2 150x4 150x4, 20x2 75x8, 20x2 0.3 37 Dec. I 150x4, 20xl 75x8, 20xl. 75x8, 10x1 1.3 

35 Oct.l2 150x4 150x4 75x8, 20x2 0.4? 43 Nov.30 150x4, 20xl 75x8, 20xl 75x8, lOxl 1.9 

41 Oct..l2 75x8, 20x2 0.4 45 Dec.l 150x8, 20xl 75x8, 20xl 75x8, 10xl 0.9 

42 Oct. l3 75x , 20x2 0.4 

45 Oct.l2 J50x4 150x4 75x8, 20x2 0.3 

46 Oct.J2 75x8, 20x2 0.4 
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Table 3. Luminosities and separations of low-luminosity YSO compan ion candidates. 

Objccl J(s J - H H - l<s separation 6 o 66 

(mag) (mag) (mag) (") (") (") 

9b 14.45±0.03 0.70±0.04 0.70±0.04 4.339±0.006 0.445±0.001 4.316±0.006 

9c 17.57±0.10 0.92±0.12 0.56±0.13 8.50 -3.84 7.59 

15b 14.50±0.01 1.01±0.02 0.73±0.02 3.004±0.013 -1.792±0.016 2.408±0.003 

17b1 16.77±0.06 4.19 3.72 - 1.92 

25b 13.38±0.01 2.14±0.01 1.28±0.01 4.320±0.01J -3.932±0.016 -1.788±0.008 

33b 16.05±0.02 0.79±0.04 0.54±0.03 5.203±0.002 -2.239±0.000 4.696±0.002 

45b 15.76±0.05 1.33±0.08 0.91±0.09 2.301±0.058 -2.294±0.066 -0.027±0.106 

t o photometry is avai lable at J & H band . T herefore we do 11 0 L regard t his obj ecL as a YSO companion 

candidate. 
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Table 4. Detection 

limit at I< s band. 

Region I< Slim [mag] 

wi th tip-tilt 

ITG2 21.3 

1TG6 21.5 

ITG25 21.5 

ITG33 22.2 

ITG35 21.3 

ITG41 21.5 

ITG45 20.1 

ITG46 21.3 

without tip-tilt 

ITGl 20.4 

ITG9 20.6 

ITG12 20.5 

ITG15 20.4 

ITG17 20.7 

ITG21 20.6 

ITG27 20.5 

ITG32 20.6 

ITG42 20.7 
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Table 5. Detection limits without deconvolution. 

Object MaglliLude Separation 
di fference 0~'61 1'!22 1'! 4 2!!~5 

3 6. Table 5- Cont inued 

5 X 
7 X X X X Object Magnitude Separation 
9 X X X X difference 0'!61 1'!22 11!84 2'!15 

2 3 X 
:.12 3 6. 

5 X 6. 
5 X 7 X X 7 X X X X 

9 X X 9 X X X X 
6 3 X 33 3 

5 X 6. 5 X 
7 X X 7 X 6. 
9 X X X X 9 X X X X 

9 3 X 41 3 X 
5 X X 5 X 6. 
7 X X X X 7 X X X X 
9 X X X X 9 X X X X 

12 3 X 6. 42 3 X X 
5 X X 5 X X 
7 X X X X 7 X X X X 
9 X X X X 9 X X X X 

15 3 X 45 3 
5 X X 5 X 
7 X X X X 7 X X X X 
9 X X X X 9 X X X X 

17 3 X 46 3 X 
5 X X 5 X 
7 X X X X 7 X X 
9 X X X X 9 X X X X 

21 3 X 6. 
5 X X X 
7 X X X X : clear detection 
9 X X X X 

25 3 X 6. : detection with a.mbiguous shape 
5 X 

7 X X 
X : no detection 9 X X X 

27 3 X 

5 X X 
7 X X X 
9 X X X X 

~ilk --
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Table 6. Detection lim its witl1 deconvolution . 

Object Magnitude Separation 
difference 0'!61 1'!22 1'!84 2'!45 

3 X "' 5 X X X X 
7 X X X X 
9 X X X X Table 6- Continued 

2 3 
5 X Object Magnitude Separation 
7 X X differerlce 0'!61 1'!22 1'!84 2'!45 
9 X X 32 3 X 

6 3 "' 5 X X X 
5 X 7 X X X X 
7 X X X X 9 X X X X 
9 X X X X 33 3 

9 3 X "' 5 X 5 X X X X 7 X X X X 7 X X X X 9 X X X X 9 X X X X 
41 3 X 12 3 X 

5 X X X X 5 X X X X 7 X X X X 7 X X X X 9 X X X X 9 X X X X 
42 3 X X 15 3 X "' 5 X X X X 5 X X X X 7 X X X X 7 X X X X 9 X X X X 9 X X X X 
45 3 17 3 X X 

5 X 5 X X X X 
7 X X X X 7 X X X X 
9 X X X 9 X X X X X 

21 3 X X X X 46 3 X 
5 X X X X 5 X X X X 
7 X X X X 7 X X X X 
9 X X X X 9 X X X X 

25 3 X 

5 X 
7 X "' 9 X X X X 

27 3 X 
5 X X X X 
7 X X X X 
9 X X X X 

£L --
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Table 8. Minimum mass ratio 1imits(qmin) fot· each observa~ion. 

Object Separation 

difference 0''61 1'.'22 1'.'84 2'.'45 

2 ~ I<smt'lr 3 9 9 

Jtirn 9 11 15 15 

M,e 0.017 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

Qrnifl 0.21 <0.08 <008 <0.08 

fl. }( Smor 3 

Jum 10 12 14 14 

M" 0.01 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

9mirl 0.0!7 <0.1 <0.1 <0.1 
Table 7. Expec~ed number of backgrou nd objects. 25 f::J. l (srnu <3 7 9 

Jum <8 J2 12 14 

M,c 0.025 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

f( magnitude 1"xJ.• l ' x L' 10" X 10" 5 11 X 5" Qmin 0.13 <0.03 <0.03 <0.03 

33 fl. K Smar 7 7 

Jlim 11 15 15 15 
18 8333 2.3) 0.064 0.016 M.rc <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

20 16695 4.64 O.L3 0.032 Qmiu <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 

41 6 l<smcu: <3 5 7 7 

21 3044.4 8.46 0.23 0.059 Jtim <9 .I I 13 1:1 

M .tc >0.017 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

Qmln >0 .1 4 <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 

45 tl. /(smu 3 5 

Jum 12 14 14 11 

M" <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

qm,·u <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 

46 d l<srnar <3 5 7 7 

Jl'm < 10 12 J1 14 

M" >0.01 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

Yman >0.2 <0.12 <0.12 <0.12 

tl. Ksmar 5 

Jum 12 14 14 14 

M" <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

Qmin < 0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 
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Table -Continued 

Object Separation 

difference 0'!61 1'!22 1'!84 '1.'45 

9 fl. f(smaz <3 3 5 5 

Jfim <12 12 14 14 

.Mu: >0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

Qmin >0.2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 
12 L\ Ksmtn: <3 3 5 5 

Jrim <1 2 12 14 14 

"h1.,c <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

qmin Class I Table 9. Estimated mass of companion ca.ndidaLes. 
15 fl. K Snuu: <3 5 5 

Jum <8 8 10 JO 

Mse >0.025 0.025 0.011 O.O ll Objccl Jo DM(1Myr) DM(10Myr) Burrows( I Myr) Durrows(10Myr) 

qmin >0. 15 0.15 0.06 0.06 (rnag.l [Mel [Me l [Me l [Me l 
17 fl. Ksmaz <3 5 5 

Jr;m < 10 10 12 12 

Mu:. 
9b 10.13 <0.02 <0.02 0.010 0.018 

>0.011 0.011 <0.006 <0.006 

Qmin >0. 18 0.18 0.10 0.10 9c 13.05 <0.02 <0.02 <0.006 <0.009 

21 fl. f( Sma:r <3 3 3 5 15b 10.21 <0.02 <0.02 0.009 0.016 

Jtim <10 10 10 12 25b 8.53 0.02 0.06 0.015-0.020 0.055 
M,c >0.011 0.011 0.011 <0.006 

33b 11.64 < 0.02 <0.02 <0 .006 0.011 
9mil1 >0.18 0.1 8 0.18 <0. 1 

27 L\ j( Smar < 3 5 45b 11.37 <0.02 <0.02 < 0.006 0.012 

Jlim <7 7 9 II 
.M_.c >0.05 0.05 0.017 <0.006 

q,nin >0.18 0.18 0.06 <0.02 
32 C! I< Smar 3 5 5 7 

ltim 12 14 11 14 

M,c <0.006 <0.006 <0 .006 <0.006 

9min <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 <0.3 
42 ll I< Smar <3 <3 5 5 

,]lim < 12 <12 14 J.1 

Moe <0.006 < 0.006 <0.006 <0.006 

qmin <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2 



Table 10. 

Object DM(lMyr) 

9b < 0.80 

9c < 0.80 

15b <0.14 

25b 0.0 

33b < 0.57 

45b < 0.87 
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Mass ratio of the multiple systems. 

DM(10Myr) Burrows(lMyr) Burrows(10Myr) 

< 0.40 0.40 0.36 

< 0.40 < 0.24 < 0.18 

<0.14 0.06 0.11 

0.24 0.07 0.22 

<0.22 < 0.17 0.12 

< 0.50 < 0.15 0.30 

Tab le 11. Binary fr quency as the function of the J band luminosity of the 

primary star (bimry:total). 

4 mag. 5 mag. 6 mag. 7 mag. 8 mag. 9 mag. 

1: l 1:1 1:4 I :0 2:3 1:2 

2:2 2:4 3:5 

3:6 4:5 

7:11 
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Table 12. Estimated periods of the companion candidates. 

Object separat ion 1"1 semi-major axis [AU! Mpr • Period [day] 

9b 4.339 765 0.03 0.010 3.9x 101 

9c 8.50 1498 0.03 <0.006 1.1 Xl08 

l5b 3.004 529 O.J7 0.009 I.O xJ07 

25b 4.320 761 O.J9 0 .015~0.020 1.7x107 

33b 5.203 917 0.03 <0.006 5.3x l 07 

45b 2.301 406 0.02 <0.006 l .Sx 107 

8 DM (lMyr) [Me ] 

bB urrows(l Myr)!Me J 
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F ig. 1.- J( s band images of binary systems. The field of view of each image is about 

60" x 60". (UH 2.2m) 
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Fig. 2.- Ks band images of single stars. (UH 2.2m) Fig. 3.- ]( s band images of single stars. (UH 2.2m) 

, ~ a -
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fig. 11.- ]( s band images of binary systems. The field of view of each image is about 

40" x 40 11
• (Palomar 5 m) 
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F ig. 5.- Ks band images of single stars. (Palomar 5 m) 
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Fig. 6.- ( J- H , fl - J( s) color-color diagram. The large filled circles represent the colors 

of YSO companions, tbe small circles represent the colors of YSO primaries, and the colors 

of background sources are shown by open squares. 
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Fig. 7.- (J- H,J) color-magnitude diagram. 
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Fig. 8.- ( J - K, K) color-magnitude diagram. 
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e Low- luminosity YSO binary 

0 

0 

T Tauri binat·y 

Main sequence binary 
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:9·' 
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log P [ days ] 
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Fig. 14.- The binary frequency vs. orbital period. The binary frequency of neaTby dwarfs 

(Duquennoy & Mayor 1993) are shown solid line, and the frequency ofT Tauri stars(Leincrt 

et al. 1994) are shown as dot line histogram. 
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We have found that low-luminosity (I< = 10 ~ 12 mag) YSOs are indeed low-mass 

(0. 1 ~0.2M0) YSOs by our spectroscopic observat ions. Many fainter YSO candidates 

ilre discovered by the previous wide-field survey and by the binary search. Tbese object 

may be very low-mass YSOs, or young brown dwarfs. A moderate resolution (R ~1000) 

near-infrared spectroscopy of these objects using an 8 m class telescope, such as the Subarn 

telescope, will reveal that these objects are young brown dwarfs. 

The very low-luminosity YSOs and the T Tau ri stars night have different types of 

companions: The former tend to be associated with the companion much lighter than the 

primary, while the later with the companion of a similar mass to the primary. In order 

to conlinn this posible difference, high dynamic range imaging observations around T 

Tauri stars are required. CIAO, the stellar coronagraph for the Subaru telescope, will be a 

powerful instrument for such observations. The small mass ratio for very low-luminos ity 

YSO companions implys t hat these companions were born in the circumstellar disk 

around the primary object by fragmentation. Increasing of the sample number of very 

low-luminosity YSO compru1ions, as well as spectroscopy of these compmions to determine 

its temperature, arc important. 

The binary frequency of the low-luminosity YSOs is consistent with that ofT Tauri 

stars, but sig1cifica.nt higher t.ha11 that of nearby main-sequence, that of the Pleiades, and 

that of the Hyades. T he stella1· density of the star-forming region could affect the binary 

frequency. In order to the clusitering effect, binary searches for denser star-forming regions, 

such as the p Opb cloud and the core of th e Chamaeleon I cloud, are important. 
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